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12. 
Ode for the Fourth of July. 
B Y F R A N C E S H . W H I P P L E . 
Father of Freedom! God of Might! 
0 , bless the day whose dawning light 
First saw the men of firm, unbending k n e e — 
T h e true of heart, and strong of hand, -
Within thy holy temple stand, 
Proclaiming, " A l l men were created f ree !" 
T h e y were our Fathers. E v e r blest, 
A n d hallowed, may their memory rest 
Within each heart, a spell of l iberty; 
But with their watchword let us go 
Onward ! each fetter is a foe ! 
Onward ! and weary not, 'till ALL are free ! 
O n ! on! 'till not a chain ye find 
On calloused limb, or abject mind; 
U n v e i l the charms of peerless Liberty ! 
L i f t the degraded from the dust ; 
A n d , O , remembering, G O D IS J U S T ! 
B r e a k every y o k e ; and let the oppressed go free!' 
L o o k forward through the lapse of time ; — 
N o w F R E E D O M dwells in every clime 
And all are blest with equal liberty ! 
D a r k Etheopia lifts her hands 
A n d from remotest heathen lands 
One anthem sounds along the mighty sea : 
Lo , distant mountains catch the strain, 
A n d send it to the farthest main; 
T y r a n n y ' s fallen and the world is f r e e ! " 
From isle to isle, from rock to rock, 
' T i s echoing, l ike a thunder shock ! 
T Y R A N N Y ' : F A L L E N ! A N D T H E W O R L D IS F R E E ! 
S O N G — F r o m the N e w age. 
Tune—Auld Lang Syne-
Is there a heart forgets the day 
That first proclaimed us free ? 
Can time erase the brilliant page , 
T h e star o f m e m o r y ? 
N o ! while one drop shall warm our veins, 
W e ' l l guard the sacred trust: 
In us shall f reedom find a friend, 
A n altar in each breast. 
T h e martyred sons o f Liberty 
In e v e r y heart shall d w e l l ; 
W h e r e luurels now as freshly b l o o m , 
A s in the hour they fell. 
T h e jub i lee o f f reemen hail, 
In honor o f their worth ; 
T h o ' cares assail us all the year , 
T o j o y w e ' l l g i v e the fourth. 
W e ' r e now assembled on the plain, 
Let hearts united b e , 
And swear be fore our G o d and man, 
F r o m slavery we ' l l be free. 
N o w brothers let us all unite 
In this most holy cause , 
A n d let our motto ever b e , 
Justice and equal laws. 
A Political Hymn. 
TUNE—Old Sarum 
A n d must this CHARTER die? 
Its tot 'ring frame d e c a y ? 
A n d with its R o y a l author lie 
All inould 'r ing in the c l a y : 
C o b w e b s , and dust, and worms 
H a v e long defi led its p a g e ; 
Its antiquated K i n g l y terms 
Disgust the present age . 
I tse l f pretends to grant 
T h e liberty to pray, 
Plant grapes , make wine, and catch great » b a l e s , 
On every working day . 
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It purports that these rights 
Are favors from a King , 
When every smart Rhode Island boy. 
Knows— i ! is no such thing. 
T h e n let the charter die, 
Its ancient form d e c a y ; 
And with its R o y a l author lie 
All mould'ring in the clay. 
T h e Sovereign People l ive, 
And keep a single eye 
Upon their just and equal rights, 
A n d will not let them die. 
T h e n , soon, we all shall see, 
With pleasure and surprise, 
Up from the ashes of that grant, 
A Constitution rise! 
A Constitution built, 
N o t upon rank or birth, 
N o r claims of aristocracy 
N o r a few rods of earth. 
A Constitution sound 
Which well defines, recites, 
And well secures to every man 
His just and equal rights. 
New England. BY S. G. BULFINCH 
Home of the good, the brave, the wise, 
Bold youth and beauty bright, 
T h e sun as on his course he hies, 
Beholds no lovlier sight. 
Italia 's vales with perfume glow 
From every flowery tree, 
But ne 'er those lovely valleys know 
T h e breath of Liberty . 
Bright beams the sun on Syria 's plains. 
Where ancient prophets trod, 
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And held in nature's forest fanes.-
High converse with their god. 
But holier are the hills that bind 
Thv stormy ocean shore, 
For thence the sacred human mind 
Knows its own strength once more 
There, in the cottage and the hall, 
As bursts the morning ray, 
T h e hymn of praise ascends from all, 
T o him who gives the day. 
There as the evening sun declines, 
T h e y join in harmless g lee; 
On all the beam of pleasure shine?, 
For all alike are free. 
S O N G - F r o m the N e w A g e . 
Not in hostile garb array'd 
T o join the bloody fray, 
Not to bear the battle blade 
Assembled we this day! 
CHORUS. 
Then clear away the tyrant's law, 
Our post we ne'er will yield, 
Til l justice shall our rights restore 
T h e charter is repealed. 
When Britain's K i n g oppressed our Sires. 
As one they rose in might,, 
T h e y quickly kindled freedom's fires 
And armed them for the fight; 
Then clear away, Sic. 
They dared oppressions power defy 
And trampled on a Crown, 
They raised our glorious banner high. 
And tore the red cross down; 
Then clear away, &c. 
'Twas on the fourth day of July 
They signed the solemn pledge, 
For F r e e d o m ' s C a u s e to live or die 
Nor fear the bayonets e d g e ; 
T h e n clear away, &c. 
They spurned the mandate of a K i n g ! 
T h e n why should we obey 
A haughty t inse l l 'd scep te r ' d thing 
On this our na ta ! day ! 
T h e n clear away , &c. 
So spurn we now a ty ran t ' s ru le , 
T h e nurs l ing o f a t h rone : 
Fo r we are t augh t in f r eedom ' s school 
T h e right to rule's our own. 
T h e n clear away, &c. 
Pledge we now the brother h a n d , 
O u r bi r thr ight to rega in , 
And in Union firm to s tand, 
Our promise to maintain . 
T h e n clear away , &c. 
ODF 
For the celebration of American Independence. 
BY A I R P A G E . 
Tune—Marse i l l e s Hymn. 
F r e e m a n awake ! awake to g lo ry ! 
H a r k ! Ange l voices bid you rise, 
T h e spirit of y o u r g rand-s i res hoary , 
In visions hails you from the sk ies ; 
When hateful tyrants , mischief breeding , 
Sought to ens lave that f ree born band, 
T o fr ight and desolate the land , 
T h e n " peace and l iberty lay b l e e d i n g " 
" T h e y cried to a rms ye brave , 
The avenging sword unsheath, 
M a r c h on ! march on! all hear ts resolved 
On victory or d e a t h . ' ' 
T h e g l i t te r ing swords our s i res were wielding, 
S u c h a rms upheld the nations pride; 
Yet strong in faith that God was shie lding, 
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They fought with victory on their side. 
Visions of holier days are rising, 
Our hearts are nerved with steadfast aim, 
Shall virtue seek a deathless fame? 
A cry of hope is still arousing, 
T o arms, " to arms ye brave, 
The sword of truth unsheath, 
March on! march on! all hearts resolved 
On victory or death." 
Gird on your shield ye brave ! tis stronger 
Than glittering swords, or pride of state : 
From truth ye can be kept no longer; 
In Justice, Heaven decides your fate. 
Freemen awake! for slaves are hurling 
The mind to chaos, dark as night; 
Truth pleads in penury, tor human right, 
And men, their Banners are unfurling. 
" T o arms! to arms ye brave! 
T h e sword of truth unsheath, 
March on! march on! all hearts resolved 
On victory or death." 
March o n ' the noble mind reclaiming, 
From every brooding ill in view, 
Freedom in man is self-controlling, 
It loves the good, it seeks the true, 
Truth is our sword, and faith is shielding 
The freeborn mind, from bigot chains, 
Can men be bribed by sordid gains? 
No, all their arts are unavailing; 
" T o arms! T o arms ye brave! 
T h e sword of truth unsheath, 
March on! march on! all hearts resolved 
On victory or death,'' 
Earth's shadowy scenes are fast declining, 
Freemen in bonds must claim release. 
Sure as the soul is dying, 
Each generous spirit yearns for peace. 
Too long our trusting hearts have waited 
For men to rise with noble pride, 
We hoped for champions,—e'er they died, 
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Thank Heaven our strength has not abated 
Gird on your "arms ye brave, 
The sword of Truth unsheath, 
Freemen arise! on peace resolved 
Such Victors conquer death? 
Ward No. 3, bears a banner with these inscriptions—The last day, 
of Rhode Island Aristocracy—On the reverse—The first Lawn 
of Rhode Island Freedom. 
The following Ode is respectfully inscribed to that Ward by their 
friend, ANN PAGE. 
T i s the First D a w n o f F r e e d o m , 
Tune—Young Lochinvar—With Chorus, " T i s the first," c. 
'Tis the first dawn of Freedom/ ye sons of the brave/ 
" Let us chant the bold pean, o'er mountain and wave," 
For " beneath the broad stripes, and the stars in the blue 
We can chuse for our leaders the faithful and true. 
Our flag is unfurled, and it waves in the breeze, 
Yes! proudly is waving, o'er land, and o'er seas; 
Shall we tear off a stripe ?—shall we sever a tie, 
From that flag, which is gracefully waving on high ? 
Shall a star of our Union be torn from its place ? 
Oh ye sons of Rhode Island ! ye swift in the chase, 
Up! take to your armor, and point to the hand, 
Which is wantonly tearing the flag of our land. 
Now, the spirit of Freedom shall lift a hold strain, 
Which shall ring through our country, from Georgia to 
[Maine; 
And they who are sleeping in errors dark night, 
Shall be raised by its triumph, to virtue, and light. 
Then the souls of our freemen will rise up on high, 
From the Land of the Free, toward their home in the sky 
Then, the shout of our Liberty never shall seem, 
As a sly tale of falsehood—a vision—a dream. 
Whose shade cast before us would darken our fame, 
Whose dust is arising, to blot our good name, 
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Whose spirit still lingers, to smother a fire 
Which would triumph by sunlight o'er envy and ire. 
On the land of our fathers, the sons of Good cheer, 
Shall gather their harvest, each circling year, 
For the Angel of Mercy is blessing the soul; 
And the hopes of our freemen are resting On God. 
Suffrage Ral lying Song. 
BY A * * P * * * -
A I R — T h e Campbells are Coming. 
Come up to our standard, there 's work to be done, 
Come up in your strength, and the battle is won; 
With good sense for a leader, then enter the fight, 
" T h e people are rising, resistless in might . " 
T h e n hurrah boys, hurrah boys, the truth will prevail, 
T h e cause of oppression's beginning to fail, 
Our freemen have told thee, the race is now run, 
Hurrah boys, hurrah boys, the battle is won. 
Down, down with oppression—'twil l ruin the land, 
It would crush our y o u n g hopes with a merciless hand, 
T h e men w ho would barter our freedom for dust, 
Deserve our compassion, but never our trust; 
Such would rule our dear land with imperial sway, 
' And g ive for our labor but sixpence per d a y , " 
Our freemen will show them the race is now run, 
Hurrah bovs, hurrah boys, the battle is won. 
S O N G 
For the Suffrage Party. 
Thou hast not been allured by the splendour around thee 
Nor bowed to a monarch, in purple and gold, 
Who held with hi? sceptre, the fetters that bound thee, 
Which he at his will might unloose,—or, might hold. 
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T h e c h i l d r e n o f Freedom THEIR HONORS INHERIT; 
They never have asked of a monarch their right] 
They fancied distinction would cling to their merit, 
.And help them to rise, like the Eagle in flight. 
But alas! they have felt the reverse to their sorrow. 
For when of their brethren they pled for their own, 
They, never e'en asked them to call on the morrow, 
L>ut scornfully spurned them, and left them alone. 
T h u s robbed of inheritance, scorned and deserted, 
They mounfully asked, what of good have we left? 
T h e strength of our reason hath never departed, 
O f l ight,—our own eyes, they were never bereft. 
They took their own weapons, and shouted for freedom 
S7ic arose, and replied to the call of the just; 
Her answer ,—Thy Father hath granted thee wisdom 
Tn manage thine own;—and the last, shall be first. 
A** p### 
From the New Age. 
T w o Things I Saw. 
I saw a noble L a b o r e r — 
A gallant man was he, 
O f stalwart frame and manly port, 
And dark eye bold and free ; — 
And, eke, he had a fair young wife, 
And bright eyed children t h r e e — 
I never saw in all my life, 
A nobler man than he ! 
H e never did a dirty d e e d — 
He ne'er betrayed a f r iend— 
For his own land he'd fight and bleed 
Til l life itself should end ; — 
He ever shared his frugal store 
With each poor soul in n e e d — 
Honest and generous, brave and f r e e — 
Such was the laborer's c r e e d . — 
1 looked upon his noble f o r m — 
I thought upon his w o r t h — 
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And, faith! the laborer seemed to me 
The noblest man on earth! 
— B u t when it came town-meeting day, 
I knew he couldn't vote, 
B E C A U S E HE O W N E D NO A C R E B R O A D , 
A N D W O R E A R A G G E D COAT ! — 
1 turned and saw another m a n — 
H e wore gold specs, and carried 
A gay gold-headed cane in hand. 
And a rich girl had maaried. 
He lived up in a great brick house, 
Three stories high or more,— 
He owned a farm, a cotton-mill, 
Some Bank-stock, and a store. 
Close-fisted, hard and stern he was. 
H e hardly ever smiled— 
He drove the beggar from his gate 
And at his woes reviled. 
He hardly ever smiled, I said, 
Yet surely 'twas not so, 
For to each nabob he would smirk 
L ike monkey in a show— 
He'd cheated now for forty y e a r s — 
Failed twice, and saved each time 
Some twenty-thousand dollars good— 
And kept his horse and wine. 
He was an old aristocrat, 
And terribly he growled 
When he heard Brownsons doctrines preached, 
And at " Free Suf frage" scowled. 
He vowed that under old King Charles 
We'd get on " well enough"— 
That all this talk of Human Rights, 
Was rigmoral and stuff! 
Now this rich man of course could vote— 
Come from the polls, and meet 
T h e vulgar herd of L A B O R I N G S L A V E S , 
Thronging the crowded street ! — 
Just God ! and shall this ever b e — 
Shall thus the rich control 
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O homes, our lives, our property,— 
Almost our very soul ? 
Arise ye " fierce democracies? 
T a k e up the sword and shield ! 
Ho! ye "Rhode-Island Regiment;" 
March to the Battle-field ! — 
From the New Age. 
S O N G . 
Beware, you proud oppressors, 
Who spurn at Freedom's call, 
Y o u and your vain wise counsellor 
Must shortly take a fall. 
Y o u are opposed to liberty; 
Your Charter it must fail, 
Down goes your vain philosophy, 
T h e truth it will prevail. 
You say we are not competent 
T o take the charge of State, 
Although you are so confident, 
We'll show you your mistake. 
You say that we a rabble are. 
Our cause we can't sustain, 
But as to that we do not care, 
Knowing from whence it came. 
Y o u tell us that the laws are just, 
And we should not thus grieve, 
But you have got to prove it first 
Before we shall believe. 
Our prayers you have rejected, 
Our claims you've set at nought 
Our rights you've disrespected 
For which our fathers fought. 
We are determined to be free, 
Our cause we will maintain, 
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W e ' l l break the yoke of tyranny, 
Our equal rights to sain. 
Our motto is equality, 
Our efforts ne'er shall cease, 
Until we gain our liberty 
And then we ' l l live in peace. 
The Pilgrim Fathers. 
B r M R S . HEMANS 
T h e breaking waves dashed high, 
O n a stem and rock-bound coast; 
And the woods against a stormy sky 
T h e i r giant branches tost. 
And the heavy night hung dark, 
T h e hills and waters o,er 
When a band of exiles moor'd their bark, 
On the wild New-England shore. 
Not as the conquerer comes, 
T h e y the true hearted came, 
Not with the roll of the stirring drum 
Or the trumpet that sings of fame. 
Not as the flying come, 
In silence and in fear, 
They shook the depths of the deserts gloom, 
With their Hymns of lofty cheer. 
-Amidst the storm they sang ! , 
And the stars heard and the sea ! 
And the sounding aisles of the dim woods rang, 
T o the Anthem of the free ! 
T h e Ocean Eagle soared 
From his nest by the white waves foam, 
And the rocking pines of the Forest roared — 
T h i s was their welcome home ! 
W h a t sought they thus afar ? 
Bright Jewels bright Jewels of the Mine 1 
the wealth of seas, the spoils of war ? 
T h e y sought a Faith's pure shrine. 
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Aye ! call it holy ground, 
The spot where first they trod — 
They have left unstained what there they found, 
Freedom to worship God ! 
Here's health to the faithful and True. 
B Y A * * V * * *. 
A I R . — H u r r a h for the Bonnets of Blue. 
Here's health to the faithful and true, 
Here's good luck to the honest and just, 
And they who would join in supporting the right, 
Must try it for suffrage they must. 
" 'Tis good from true faith ne'er to swerve, 
'T is good from this cause ne'er to flee," 
'Tis good to maintain Republican laws, 
T o stand by our own liberty. 
Here's health to the honest and free, 
Hurrah to the honest, and free, 
'Tis good to maintain Republican laws, 
T o vote for the honest and free. 
Here's health to the sons of the brave, 
" Here's good lack to our matrons, and sires, 
Here's health to our freemen, the pride of the State 
Whose name every true heart inspires." 
Hurrah for the honest, and free, 
" We'll shout them from Texas to Maine," 
And if they don't meet our desire, 
W e never will chuse them again. 
Here's health to the honest, and free, 
Hurrah to the honest, and free, 
'Tis good to maintain Republican laws, 
T o vote for the honest and free. 
W e have s e v e r a l more p i e c e s , both or ig inal and s e l e c t e d , which 
w e r e intended for this n u m b e r , but w e have c o n c l u d e d that it 
w o u l d be best to reserve t h e m for N o . 2. w h i c h w e shall issue a? 
soon as those are disposed of. 
POPULAR L I B E R T Y And EQUAL RIGHTS. 
AN 
O R A T I O N , 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 
MASS CONVENTION, 
OF THE 
R . I . S U F F R A G E A S S O C I A T I O N , 
HELD ON DEXTER TRAINING GROUND, 
I N P R O V I D E N C E , 
J U L Y F I F T H , 
1841. 
B Y W M . S . B A L C H . 
P R O V I D E N C E : 
B. P. MOORE, P R I M E R , 19 MARKET STREET. 
1 8 4 1 . 
P R O V I D E N C E , J u l y 5 t h , 1 8 4 1 . 
D E A R SIR : — 
I herewith transmit to you a copy of a resolution 
unanimously passed at the Muss Convention of the Rhode Island 
Suffrage Association held in this city this day. Agreeably to said 
resolution 1 am requested to solicit a copy of the Oration delivered 
by you at said Convention, for publication. Trusting the above re-
quest will meet with your approbation, I remain, 
Yours, Very Respectfully, 
S A M U E L H. T H O M A S , SEC'Y. 
W . S . B A L C H . 
VOTED. That the thanks of this Convention be tendered to W. 
S. Balch for his eloquent and truly patriotic Oration delivered this 
day, and that a copy of the same be solicited for publication. 
July 5th, 1841. S A M U E L II. T H O M A S , S E C ' Y . 
P R O V I D E N C E , 6 t h J u l y , 1 8 4 1 . 
D E A R S I R : — 
The Oration of which you request a copy was pre-
pared with great haste and amidst other pressing duties, with no 
expectation that it would be published. Necessary absence for 
some weeks will altogether preclude the possibility of any correction 
on my part. What merit it may possess belongs to the subject and 
the occasion, while all its faults are mine exclusively. Hoping it 
may be of some service in extending a knowledge of human rights 
and inciting to their manly defence, I cheerfully comply with your 
request and submit it to the public. 
Respectfully Thine, 
W M . S . B A L C H . 
S A M U E L H. T H O M A S , 
O R A T I O N . 
F E L L O W C O U N T R Y M E N — 
The glad shout has gone up from the hearts of 
grateful millions, and the loud peal of joy echoed and 
reechoed among the hills, thro the valleys, and along the 
streams of our fair and happy land on the return of the 
birth-day of our nation. And we too, have left our 
quiet homes to mingle on the altar of liberty and religion 
an oblation of praise and patriotism which shall ascend 
in purest odor to the skies and be accepted by the Great 
and Good Being who rules supreme in the empire of 
mind and among the nations of earth. 
We are come together not merely to spend this day in 
eulogium of the past, to prolong empty shouts over what 
has been accomplished for ourselves and race, nor to 
make a long and vapory parade to fix the stare, and 
excite the admiration of an idle and thoughtless throng. 
Ours is a higher object, a nobler service. It is to 
review the past, improve the present, and resolve for the 
future. It is to rekindle the holy fire of freedom in the 
heart* of the patriot-born, to renew the pledges which 
our fathers sealed with their warm heart blood, and to 
earn- out and apply the great principles of popular liberty 
and equal rights. 
These are among the high duties to which this day, 
and the best energies of true men, should be solemnly 
and forever consecrate. Every unhallowed thought 
and each unsanctified desire should be banished from the 
mind of every friend of liberty on this anniversary. 
The love of party, and fealty to sect should be put to a 
dreamless sleep on the glorious 4th, and the freed spirit 
in man, trampling over the reft manacles of departed 
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tyranny, go forth in giant strength to breathe the 
invigorating air of true liberty, and concert measures for 
the perfect development of its native energies in its broad 
reachings after universal dominion. 
Man was originally created to be free. He is the 
child of the free Spirit which ranges uncontrolled thro 
limitless space, and lives continually in every bosom 
where it finds a likeness to itself. To him every com-
mand is addressed, as to a free man, and every duty 
exacted as a free-will service, the voluntary choice of an 
unbiased judgment. True merit is found in nothing 
else ; for virtue never comes of compulsion. Every 
restraint which the Infinite has imposed on the finite is, 
in no w a y , designed to fetter its powers, or restrain its 
most liberal aspirations, but to preserve it safe from all 
that contracts, or binds, or enervates. It is only when 
man consents to wear the yoke carved by the wisdom of 
this world, and" imposed by pride or folly, that he 
descends from the high estate of a freeman to menial 
labor and the condition of a bound-man. It is only 
when he yields his own judgment to the assumed 
superiority of others that he becomes the tool and play-
thing of their ambition. But to his lasting disgrace and 
the forfeit of his happiness, he has unwittingly submitted 
to the exercise of power in others, by neglecting to 
cultivate his own moral and intellectual abilities, and 
now essays to appease the cravings of the divinity 
within him by obsequiously Supplicating tire gracious 
favors of the wise raid strong, or beginning the few crumbs 
which fall from the tender mercies of the rich. But in 
this he has departed widely from the high behest of 
Heaven, and defaced the moral image originally stamped 
upon him. In this he is fallen, degraded, lost. It was 
not always thus, nor shall it always so remain. He 
shall yet rise to the fulfilment of his high destiny, to the 
freedom, the blessings, the honors, the glory prepared 
and reserved for him. He shall yet know the truth, and 
the truth shall make him free. The dark folds of igno-
rance which have long shrouded the human soul, and 
kept it in bondage, shall flee away before the dawning 
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of truth, science, and rational religion, which are already 
beam:ng upon our earth, as the darkness of midnight 
flees at the approach of the morning sun. Then shall 
the fruits of ignorance — error, vice, slavery, oppression, 
misery, and death, retire to the dark caverns of oblivion 
whence they sprung ; and the true, and good, and beauti-
ful stand out relieved from all that obscures or weakens, 
and liberty and peace reign undisturbed thro out the 
wide empire of God. 
From the first the spirit of liberty has dwelt with man 
and been continually struggling for the mastery over 
every opposing principle. At times it has seemed 
certain of its object, ready to ascend its triumphal car 
and ride in victory over earth-born passions, bidding a 
bold defiance to the scattered fragments of tyrant power, 
and fixing upon an immoveable foundation the most un-
bounded liberty and equal rights of all. At others, the 
dark clouds of error, vice, and oppression have gathered 
thick and hovered long over every nation, extinguishing 
every light, and threatening to subvert every principle 
of liberty, physical and moral, and the establishment of 
the grossest despotism or perpetual anarchy. 
Altho numerous attempts had been made, in all 
sincerity, to obtain political liberty for man, it was not 
till the 4th day of July, 1 7 7 6 , that the great truth that 
as all men are created e q u a l " was fairly developed and 
erected into a chief corner stone on which to found a 
great and growing nation. A n d it was not till then that 
the world was prepared for the practical adoption of this 
fundamental principle. T h e condition of the American 
colonies, their social and religious habits, the general 
diffusion of knowledge, and an actual equality of feeling 
which existed among the people, eminently qualified them 
to become the fit instruments for a successful experiment 
upon this new theory in human government. For them 
was reserved the high honor of a most satisfactory 
solution of the long mooted problem in political science, 
that man is capable of self-government; and every day 
and hour of our national existence goes to confirm to 
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the world the correctness of this opinion. It now only 
remains to be proved, by the revelations of future years, 
that a government founded upon the most liberal 
construction of the rights of man, can be permanently 
maintained, and its highest and lowest operations carried 
on without anarchy or confusion, but with the profoundest 
regard for the best interests of all. To the accomplish-
ment of this object should the best and mightiest powers 
of the American people now and forever be directed. 
To the correctness of the principles distinctly set forth 
in the sacred charter of our liberties all free minds must 
cheerfully assent. " We hold these truths to be self-
evident ; that all men are created equal ; that they are 
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights ; 
that among these are life, liberty, and the "pursuit of 
happiness ; that to secure these rights, governments are 
instituted among men, deriving their just powers from 
the consent of the governed : that whenever any form 
of government becomes destructive of these ends it is 
the right of the people to alter or abolish it." No 
language can better define the true principles of govern-
ment and the rights of man. These exalted views were 
not the result of any sudden freak of human speculation, 
nor any wild attempt to deceive the world and pave the 
way for the triumph of an unprincipled ambition. They 
are the clear revealings of eternal truth, made apparent 
by a most patient, persevering, and vigorous application 
of enlightened reason, to know the true character, rela-
tions, and duties of man. They are not the conclusions 
of a single generation, but are sustained by the concurrent 
testimony of the wise and good of all generations. 
The first seeds of freedom wore sown originally in 
man. The first germs put forth in " Eden's bonnie 
yard," but many long centuries were required to mature 
their growth, and many more must roll round before a 
full harvest of their benefits shall be gathered in. But 
the time has come when the vegetative powers of liberty 
and right are distinctly sei*n in branches towering above 
the wilderness of slavery and oppression, and reaching 
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forth their broad amis to shelter the weary sons of earth 
from the scorching rays of tyrant rule. 
In every age of which history gives us any information, 
the spirit of freedom has been working in human hearts, 
and struggling hard to roll back the dark waves of igno-
rance and oppression, by teaching man to know his own 
powers and to exercise them in effecting his deliverance 
from captivity and establishment in perfect freedom. 
But mighty and determined have been the powers against 
which he has been doomed to contend, and more glorious 
shall be the victory which, at the last, he shall gain over 
them, for every blessing dependant on human effort, is 
valued according to the labor it costs. 
Against the operation of the great practical doctrine 
that all men are created free and equal, two powers have 
been perpetually warring—the domination of physical 
force and the corruption of wealth. Worldly ambition 
has seized upon each of these in turn and wielded them 
against the liberties of the people. Sometimes both have 
been combined to keep the great mass of men in ignorance 
and bondage ; for when all are equal these distinctions 
are destroyed. Hence their straggles have been deter-
mined, hot, and death, ice. The conflict has been so 
long and severe, the triumphs of the right so temporary, 
and the chances so uncertain that doubters Lave often 
given over, by scores and by thousands, to a settled 
despair for the success of the true, the equal, and the 
free, over the false, the partial, and the bound. 
The first encroachment upon the lights and liberties 
of man was the work of deception and falsehood, and 
the first triumph over him was gained by physical power. 
From that day darkness prevailed and animal strength 
bore rule. Among all savages he that was mightiest in 
war, or swiftest in the chase was installed chief of his 
tribe : and he that has been shrewdest in management 
has been the most successful competitor for renown 
amongst those a few grades elevated above the savage 
state. As tribes increased in numbers and the social 
ties were strengthened, these habits were changed from 
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a nomad or wandering to an agricultural or fixed life, 
and emirs became kings of nations. Physical force, 
skill, and bravery were then employed to conquer and 
make tributary the surrounding clans or nations, to reduce 
the people to actual slavery or vassalage, and consolidate 
authority in the person of the monarch. Hence sprang 
into being great kingdoms and empires based on brute 
power, and propped by general ignorance, which spread 
wide their borders over the dwellers on the earth, the sole 
management of which was entrusted to kings and their 
counsellors. Successful in so much, Rulers grew giddy 
in their elevation and idly dreamed of universal dominion, 
in attempts at which their vision was so dazzled that they 
could not discern the means of their own safety, and they 
stumbled and fell. M a n , physically, has no limitless 
powers. Bounds are set which he can not pass. When 
he attempts to transcend them he falls, and the huge 
fabrics of his creation crumble to pieces, and resolve 
into new and generally improved combinations. So rose 
and so fell the mightiest empires of the East. So rose 
into greatness, and sank into ruin, and faded into night, the 
kingdoms and s;lorv of the kingdoms of the Pharaohs and 
Ptolmeys ; of Cyrus , Cambyses, and Xerxes ; of Philip 
and Alexander ; of the Caesars and the Bonapartes. 
A n d so shall fall every other kingdom, nation, and state 
not based on the principles of eternal right and equity. 
L e t them fall ! 
B u t the wreck and ruin which follow the overthrow 
of nations based on false principles, and adopting unequal 
and unjust practices, is no loss, but a gain ; for the 
world, on the whole, is not made worse but better. 
W h e n tyrants fall the people rise. A n d when thrown 
upon their own resources they begin to learn that they 
are men, and have rights as well as kings, and riders ; 
and they begin to task their ingenuity to find out means 
to defend and render them permanent. A temporary 
and, sometimes, tremendous concussion will follow the 
breaking up of old established orders ,— the tearing in 
sunder of party lines which have bounded the ambition 
of Despots ; and the greatest consternation will justly 
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fill the bosoms of those snugly at ease; safely as they think, 
ensconsed in power and privilege. T h e darkest scenes 
of anarchy, rapine, and plunder, may mark the incursions 
of barbarian hordes who issue from their mountain fast-
nesses and overrun and lay waste the fairest cities and 
stateliest monuments which kingly pride and oppression 
may have reared ; but these are only the bursting of the 
deadly portions of the elements which are collected in a 
brief tornado, visiting ruin upon a single spot, while the 
whole atmosphere is rendered more pure and healthful, 
and true blessings are more generally and permanently 
diffused thereby. It was an angel of mercy that 
troubled the waters and gave them their healing properties. 
Look at it when and where you will, in the history of .the 
pastor in the nature and fitness of things, and you will 
find that the loosings of the power of tyranny, and the 
extension to the people of their just rights, has directly 
tended to their exaltation and improvement, in knowledge, 
virtue, and happiness. Temporary confusion will necessa-
rily follow revolution, but from the mass the heterogeneous 
materials will become gradually fused and amalgamated 
into new and improved systems which will more com-
pletely develop the latent resources of man's true 
greatness. 
Ignorance is the most efficient weapon in the hands of 
monarchs by which to hold their subjects in bondage. 
Knowledge, distributed among the people, is the only 
successful implement by which to repel the invasion of 
their rights, to assert their liberties and maintain them. 
It is the battle-ax of Omnipotence by which to slay sin, 
death, and hell, and gain universal freedom to the world. 
And he who wields it now in a good cause is sure of a 
glorious issue. 
Kings long pretended, and. for aught I know, do now 
pretend, to rule by divine right, that they are by nature 
far superior to the common herd of human beings. Clad 
in robes of royalty, and attended with splendor wherever 
they went, the people were so bedazzled with the 
pageantry, that their heads were soon turned, and, in the 
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excitement, they lost all self-respect and mingled in the 
train, willing to be reckoned nobles or vassals, any thing 
to win the smiles of royalty. Ere they were aware they 
had sealed the death warrant of their own liberties, and 
long endured the misery and reproach. But when sober 
sense returned and the real truth flashed across their 
minds, they perceived that kings and lords, mere bones 
and blood and flesh, often as foolish and vile as others ; 
that they were in nothing elevated above the rest save 
in the borrowed glare that surrounded them ; that what 
of power they possessed was borrowed or stolen from the 
people. T h e question then arose why should they bow 
thus willingly—surrender their own natural lights to poor 
mortals no better or wiser than they. T h e solution of 
that question deposed kings and established republicanism. 
A knowledge of rights once gained every noble and 
manly feeling of the soul was roused to action with a 
determined purpose to maintain them, and, so long as 
knowledge remained, they did maintain them. Where the 
Utmost stretch of liberty could not be achieved, limits 
were set to the will and power of monarchs by constitu-
tions and magna charters ; and, if monarchy was not at 
once destroyed, despotism received its mortal wound. 
W h e n philosophy and science dawned, ignorance fled 
away ; and, at first, the people petitioned for redress of 
grievances, and an extension of their privileges. Failing 
of that, but one chance was left them, and that was to 
proclaim their rights ; so that what was refused them as 
a privilege they obtained as a right, and equal liberty 
and justice became alike the inheritance of all. 
B u t an other power, more secret and more humble 
in pretensions, but equally sure in its operations, insinu-
ated itself into the systems of Government and sapped 
the foundation of popular liberty and equal rights. I 
mean the corruption of wealth. W h a t authority based 
on blood and brute force, could not accomplish, being 
obliged to act openly, became the easy work of wealth, 
operating under fair pretences, or on private promises for 
the benevolent administration of government, or the 
advancement of personal interest. N o sooner was this 
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power permitted to corrupt the minds than the distinction 
of patrician and plebian was created, and favors and 
chains were apportioned to e a c h . A t first the favors 
were dealt out with a chary hand ; and the fetters were 
forged careful ly so as to set easy upon the limbs, and 
cause no sudden or loud complaint. B u t the force o f 
habit is strong, almost supreme, especial ly if its growth 
is gradual . SOON as the mind became inured to the 
distinctions, the breach widened, and the restraints grew 
less, till the great body of the people found themselves 
corrupted and enslaved by those reveling in luxury., but 
more corrupt and depraved than themselves. T y r a n t 
power saw the occasion, seized the opportunity, built its 
throne on the lives and liberties of the slain — for the 
l iving had none — and again performed its deeds of dark-
ness and guilt for a season. 
T h e F r e e Spirit was then shorn of its strength ; the 
wings of its heavenward flight w e r e c l ipped ; and, thro 
the long night of moral and intellectual darkness, 
wandered forlorn, an outcast from the courts of K i n g s , 
the castles of feudal lords, and the bosoms of the p o o r ; 
till, at length, it found a home in the lodges of G e r m a n y 
and Scandinavia, among the glaziers o f the A l p s , along 
the banks of the R h i n e , among the Vaudois of F r a n c e , 
and in many large souls in the British Isles. B e i n g o f 
spontaneous growth it only needed a natural soil and 
an opportunity to carry it to a rapid maturity. T a k i n g 
religion to its aid it appealed to higher than human courts 
for the right — to the G o d of all right, and justice, and 
t r u t h ; and attired itself for a new and determined 
conquest — resolved on victory or extinction. T h e 
tocsin of w a r sounded from the V a t i c a n , then mistress 
of tyrants, and spread the alarm thro all the borders o f 
oppressors. B u t to the utter astonishment of all, the 
sparks of freedom seemed wide scattered over all E u r o p e , 
and. when fanned b y oppression, burst into flames and 
radiated more terrifically because o f surrounding darkness. 
T h e n ecclesiastics and civillians, rich men and poor, 
old men and young, in whose bosoms burned the sacred 
love of liberty, uprose in the greatness of their strength, 
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arrayed themselves for the contest, and marched boldly 
forth to mingle in the holy strife for equal rights. 
Wealth, royalty, and absolution were spurned, and 
principles of eternal truth, and freedom of the soul, guard-
ed by free investigation, were selected as the firm ground 
and towering bulwarks where to plant themselves for 
defence. T h e y kindled their watch-fires on every tall 
height, a beacon-light to the oppressed — a terror to the 
oppressors. T h e assault was made ; the conflict most 
severe. B u t H E who rules in" right gave the battle to 
the weak, defeat to die strong. In their weakness the 
weak grew strong. In their strength the strong were 
made weak. Truth long crushed, rose in triumph over 
error. Oppression long successful gave place to the 
right ; and the justice of God's w a y s were distinctly 
revealed to man. 
Having been nobly sustained on the defensive the sons 
of freedom resolved to carry the war into the enemies' 
camp, and rest not till the victory of truth was rendered 
complete. Since then the strife has been going on. 
T h e occasional cessations of hostilities are only feints on 
the part of the weak to gain strength and opportunity for 
a fresh attack, in battling with the free. T h e war is not 
terminated ; and it will not be so long as the tears of the 
oppressed flow, the clank of chains is heard, and the wail 
of sorrow is borne on the free breezes of heaven : for 
humanity must yet be free, and the perfect law of 
l i b e r t y " be enacted into the ruling principle for the 
administration of all government, whether of nations or 
individuals, measures or actions. 
A complete conquest over error and vice, oppression 
and slavery, is not a short or an easy work. Tho the 
head of the serpent is mortally bruised, dying life will 
long struggle in the more distant parts of the body. 
" Falsehood, " says a late writer, " is not less pregnant 
than truth : unfortunately for mankind erroneous opin-
ions very rapidly generate pernicious institutions, which 
continue to mainiain their existence, and even a consid-
erable portion of their influence, long after the opinions on 
which they are founded have been abandoned by all the 
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world. " W h e n the principles of the reformation had tri-
umphed, the reformers were not able to remodel the politi-
cal institutions so as to conform to the dictates of the free 
spirit. T h e y dared not undertake it lest they should go too 
fur, or go wrong; and so in their turn, they became the 
rulers of conscience, and commenced the erection of bar-
rier walls to curb the workings of mind and fetter its best 
faculties from breaking out into new and untrodden 
paths. Non-conformists were proscribed and their lives 
and liberties periled. T h e n rose a Puritan band, full 
of the love of freedom, who resolved on liberty at the 
expense of expatriation. T h e y sought a shelter on the 
rock-bound shore of N e w England, an asylum from op-
pression among the free sons of the wilderness. T h e 
bright genius of liberty spread her broad pinions, and 
piloted them safe across the o c e a n ; and ere they left 
their floating home, moved them to covenant together 
for the maintainance of justice and equal rights among 
all who should live with them in their colony. T h e 
principle had triumphed, but its practical adoption was 
yet prospective. 
Man in power is very unlike man out of power. Con-
dition works great changes in character. N o sooner was 
authority on the side of the Puritan exiles, than satan 
sowed the seeds of party ambition, while the watchman 
slept ; and they resolved to keep uncontaminate what 
they had, rather than follow on to know and possess what 
was yet unacquired. T h e y foundered on shoals where 
thousands before and since have gone to pieces. T h e 
scattered fragments of ruined systems gave them no warn-
ing of danger. T h e y found in their hearts no disposition 
to tolerate heresy in any form ; and they deemed their 
judgments far more immaculate than the Pope's cardi-
nals could pretend to be. Their hands trembled in the 
application of the principles they had adopted. O n e 
step more remained to be taken, and the human mind 
ascended the broad platform of true liberty 
There were many free souls in the Massachusetts co-
lony , who could not brook the bigotry and oppression 
of the Puritan government. T h e y would be free, 
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O f them, one more mighty stands on the pages of his-
tory, prominent over all the rest. He spurned all fetters, 
and defied all power to control the conscience, save that 
of God and truth. He maintained that " civil magistrates 
should retrain crime, but never control opinions : should 
punish guilt, but never violate the freedom of the soul." 
T h i s was a step too far for that age. T h e people could 
not look over their creeds and compacts to find a truth 
or duty lying beyond ; and they determined that if they 
could not control the mind, they could hold the body in 
which such mind dwelt responsible, and Roger Williams 
was doomed to peril his life or flee his country. He 
chose the latter, and in mid winter he was hunted from 
place to place by the hounds of Puritan bigotry, who 
were themselves just escaped from the terrier fury of 
Pre lacy . " For fourteen w e e k s , " he says, " h e was se-
verely tossed in a bitter season, not knowing what bed 
or bread did mean." But he was the friend of the free 
and among the freemen of the forest, this great " Apos-
tle of soul-liberty" ever found a hearty welcome. In 
the wigwam of the good Massassoit he felt at home, and 
the " barbarous heart of Canonicus loved him as a son 
to the last gasp." Here the extremes met. T h e untu-
tored savage in his native wilds enjoyed his independ-
ence ; and the enlightened and philanthropic soul of 
Williams could mingle and sympathize in that freedom. 
In the unpatented lands along the shores of the beauti-
ful Narraganset, he found a congenial soil, where he 
planted the tree of liberty, and founded a colony upon 
the broadest basis of freedom then known. B y untiring 
effort he succeeded in obtaining from the king of Eng-
land a charter, which sacredly guarantied the rights of 
conscience to all, and a degree of physical liberty rarely 
indulged by any ruler. This was a great victory for the 
time, for it was in advance of every other colony, state, 
or nation then on earth. From this little colony a light 
went forth, and an influence spread, which has virtually 
transformed the institutions of every other state in this 
confederation. From hence it becomes matter of inqui-
ry, how such an improvement could be made in others, 
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while this State remains stationary ? T h e answer lies in 
this. T h e charter of Rhode Island came so near the 
right, that while obvious defects were discovered and 
corrected in all others, ours gave very general satisfac-
tion. T h e deviations which were discovered, were, at 
the time of the revolution, deemed non-essential, and 
the old charter which disfranchised more than two-thirds 
of the male citizens over 21 years of age, was preferred 
to a constitution based on justice and equality. 
But time went on, and the principles of Roger W i l -
liams spread thro the length and breadth of our land, 
and took deep root in the souls of freemen, and on the 
ever memorable 4th were bodied forth in the form of 
the glorious declaration of American Independence w e 
have just heard read. T h e struggle came. T h e hired 
slaves of a tyrant battled with the free. T h e combat 
deepened. T h e heavens grew dark, and men grew fran-
tic. But the r ight—the free had triumphed. T h e clouds 
broke and dispersed, and a clearer sun dawned upon 
America than ever shone on earth before. With the 
story of the Revolution you are all familiar, and I need 
not repeat it. 
B u t where was Rhode Island in that struggle ? Were 
her sons at home, musing upon the blessings of the old 
Charter, since fastened upon their children with so much 
care ? Were they recreant to their country's call ? A r e 
not the names of her Green, her Barton, her Olney, her 
Hopkins, her El lery, enrolled in the catalogues of the 
brave ? Is not the honor awarded to the Rhode Island 
militia imperishable as the fame of the battles they 
helped to win ? Did none fight but they who had $ 134 
worth of earth to defend, or were the first born sons ? 
It is a shame to make the inquiry. 
But what did the citizens of Rhode Island gain by 
the change ? A Republican government 1 an expulsion 
o f the charter of the dissolute Charles ? Neither. T h e 
institutions of every other state underwent a necessary 
modification to conform to the declaration of rights, and 
the new principles of government were embodied into 
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constitutions, and adopted b y the free consent of the peo-
ple! R h o d e Island c lung to the gift o f a K i n g , and 
clings to it still, but with a feeble grasp. A n d we are 
yet content to have it so. C o n t e n t ! did I say ? I mis-
take. T h e voice of 1 5 , 0 0 0 disfranchised citizens cries 
aloud to heaven to-day for a reform ! A n d half the 
other 7 ,000 echo reform ! and the remainder re-echo 
faintly, reform—or w e are turned out of office ! ! 
I need not rehearse the principles for which w e con-
tend. T h e y are before y o u , open to the world. W e 
claim to be citizens of the United States. O u r fathers 
fought in the great struggle for independence. W e 
deem that w e inherit the rights for which they bled, and 
feel that w e are bound to maintain them. E v e r y time 
I look upon the grey locks of m y venerable grandfather, 
w h o shouldered his musket and marched from the Gran-
ite Hills of New-Hampshire, to B u n k e r Hil l , and strug-
gled with his country 's foe on the plains of Sara-
toga, my heart dilates ; a warm glow steals ever me ; 
and a voice whispers me, " B e f r e e ! N e v e r , nev-
er be a slave ! K e e p that which freemen gave you ! 
P r i z e liberty, not only for what it cost, but for w h a t it is 
worth to you, to your children, and to the world ! ! " — 
Shall the voice of c o n s c i e n c e — t h e teachings of G o d — 
be rejected, spurned, trampled under foot ? Shall the 
sons of the free be slaves ? W i l l the people, on w h o s e 
side is right and power, forge chains for themselves and 
children ? Forbid it righteous Heaven ! 
T h e Constitution which the fa there of our nation g a v e 
us, guaranties to every state a Republ ican form of gov-
ernment. Has R h o d e Island one ? W h a t is a R e p u b -
lic ? It is the government of the people in w h i c h a 
majority rules. D o e s a majority rule in this State ? S e -
ven out of twenty-two thousand only are voters, and of 
these a minority bears rule b y our present system of re-
presentation. W h a t of republicanism is in all this? 
A r e w e not daily transgressors against the Declaration 
of Independence and the Constitution of the United 
States, so long as w e consent that a minority, and even 
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a minority of minorities shall make our laws and execute 
them ? 
It is for the establishment of popular liberty and equal 
rights that we struggle. W e battle against aristocracy 
ia every form. W e contend for the principles set forth in 
the Declaration of Independence—for the letter and 
spirit of that sacred instrument—principles which no so-
ber man in our whole land will dare question as incor-
rect, unjust, or dangerous. 
It has been said there is danger in giving full liberty 
to every man—in entrusting government in the hands of 
the common people—the people are not qualified to gov-
ern except under definite restrictions. T h i s has been 
the cry of kings, and lords, and aristocrats, in all ages. 
B u t , after all, is not the government in the hands of the 
people ? W h o are to buckle on their armor in the hour 
of danger, and stand boldly up to repel the invasions of 
an enemy ? Wil l king3, and lords, and aristocrats do 
the work ? Can they do it ? It is by the consent of 
the people that any human government can stand for ^ 
moment. L e t them withdraw their influence, and every 
nation must fall, I care not how ancient. Its founda-
tions are of sand, unless based on right and justice, and 
approved by the free-will of the people. T h e only 
danger which can be apprehended in a republican gov-
ernment, is the ignorance or corruption of the people. 
I f ignorant of their rights, they may honestly go wrong. 
I f corrupt in their principles, they will not go right. 
Landed property is but a slender barrier in the w a y of 
corruption. If a man is a k n a v e — a traitor, a hundred 
and thirty-four dollars worth of real estate, or any other 
sum, will neither make him honest nor patriotic. If he 
is a true man, the want of it will not make him a scoun-
drel. E v e r y distinction based on wealth destroys the 
merit of character. It elevates the unworthy, and do-
presses the meritorious. It reverses the true order of 
things; bestows honor for disgrace, and gives obloquy 
for praise. Have we no love for right, justice, and liberty, 
if we have no dirt? Is $ 1 3 4 the measure of Rhode 
Island patriotism? W a s it so in the revolution? A s k 
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these old veterans who come to greet us to-day, as th e 
representatives of purer times, and they will tell you. 
Had they no higher motive than to defend a patch of 
-earth ? Ask the hovering spirit of Roger Williams, if 
liberty is to be measured by dollars and cents, and par-
celled out by feet and inches to his descendants ? Ask 
justice, reason, common sense, and every honorable feel-
ing, if a man is not a man, and has no interest to de-
fend, no patriotism to move him, unless possessed, in 
fee simple, of a few roods of sand banks and ledges, or 
chances to be the first-born son of one who is ? Ask 
these questions, and shame will blush and folly be con-
founded at the answers. 
But , is there no danger in confiding power in the 
hands of a scant minority, whose sole distinction is the 
real or nominal possession of $ 1 3 4 worth of earth? 
On what principle of justice can 7,000 bear rule over 
15,000, without a most flagitious violation of the first 
and dearest rights of man ? Is there no danger that the 
rights of the majority will be trampled under foot ? 
Witness the intrigues and corruptions on the eve of a 
contested election, in the division of building lots to 
manufacture voters for the occasion ; and then tell me if 
there is no danger in measuring patriotism and power by 
dollars or by dirt. 
A question arises here, whence originates power ? with 
kings or subjects, with the lords or the people, the rulers 
or the ruled ? This question is of vital importance, for 
on its solution hangs the destinies of kingdoms and re-
publics, aristocracies and democratic governments. It 
should be kept perpetually before the people, that a cor-
rect decision may be had, all past errors be corrected, 
and a plain course of duty be made apparent to all. If 
power originates with the king, it descends from him to 
the people, and all the rights and privileges of govern-
ment are vested in him, and are at his disposal, and to 
him must the people look and pray for favors desired. 
If it is vested in nobles, lords, or superiors of any kind, 
the people have no rights, and can have none, but shall, 
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in the gracious pleasure of the few, be conferred on the 
many. A n aristocracy differs not from a monarchy in 
principle, but in the application of principle ; instead of 
one governing all. a few govern the many. But if pow-
er originates with the people, to them it belongs, except 
in so far as they surrender it, by voluntary choice, to 
others, for the best good of themselves ; in which case, 
the persons in whom such power is reposed, become the 
servants to do the work, and obey the will of their em-
ployers. Such is a democratic government, in which 
each man is a sovereign, perfectly independent, and yet 
all are united for the promotion of the best interests o f 
each individual. But such is not the government of 
Rhode Island! T h a t is an aristocracy, based on wealth, 
whereby 15.000 persons, in every other respect suitable, 
are denied the rights and name of freemen, and sub-
ject to the pleasure of a small minority. A n d her rulers 
act upon that principle; as the power belonged to them, 
they gravely talk about extending rights and privileges 
to the people ! ! They extend rights 1 How came 
they by the authority to do so ? Where did they obtain 
such power ? W h o made them rulers ? W h o sustain 
their laws ? T h e s e are grave questions, and deserve 
mature consideration, and plain answers. Did the im-
mortal signers of the Declaration ask for a privilege, or 
declare a truth, and assert a right 1 T h e y had tried the 
former to their heart's content: So have w e . T h e y re-
solved to be free, for freedom was their r ight: So have 
we. T h e y determined to maintain their rights, for it was 
worth a life : So do we. Their cause was just : So is 
ours. T h e y triumphed: So shall w e ! ! W e no longer 
plead, for pleas are vain. W e demand, and will pursue 
our inalienable rights, till equal liberty, the birthright of 
all, is solemnly acknowledged. 
It is too late in the day to talk about power consolidat-
ed in a minority, under a republican form of government. 
T h a t question has been settled by the rejection of the 
Hamiltonian system, and the adoption of the Federal 
Constitution. Power, and right, and equal liberty, are 
now acknowledged to be on the side of the people. Let 
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them be preserved then by every State in the Union. 
The people of this State have only t& take their rights 
into their own hands, and defend them, to secure to them-
selves and children the most unbounded freedom. 
It may be said these views are revolutionary. Allow 
it. So were the views of John Adams, Thomas Jeffer-
son, Patrick Henry, and their immortal compeers in the 
Strife for liberty. So were the doctrines of the Nazarene. 
So are the sentiments of every reformer. But is a revo-
lution to be dreaded when right, and justice, and virtue, 
and equality are to be gained to the whole community ? 
when the last cords of tyrant power are to be broken, 
and popular liberty to be established ? Are we to be 
frowned into submission, shun duty, neglect right, prove 
recreant to our children, to the world, and to our God ? 
Shall the free Spirit which abode on the Master—the 
great pattern in all things—was in his apostles to carry 
them gloriously thro danger, dwelt in Williams and the 
heros of the Revolution, be spurned by us who hold in 
trust all for which they contended ? Will the noble 
hearts of freemen faint thro lack of sands and rocks 
whereon to rest ? Will justice and right be trampled 
under foot thro fear of innovation ? 
Call it a revolution ? It is to w ipe off the stain upon 
the escutcheon of our country's honor. Call it a revo-
lution ? It is to remove the last print of kingly authority 
— to sever the last link of aristocratic power. Call it a 
Revolution ? It is to take by the hand these old veterans 
of sadder struggles, who fought and bled in their boyhood 
days in defence of human rights ; and lead them up to 
the polls and tell them they are free to choose their own 
rulers. These old patriots greet us to-day with glad 
hearts, and their gray locks and indelible scars tell a tale 
which should make every aristocrat tremble, and embolden 
the free. Many of them are now disfranchised in the 
very land whose Liberties they nourished with their best 
blood, for lack of a few square rods of earth. To a man 
they tell me they are the warm friends of the cause we 
espouse. Call it a revolution,to say to the second,third, and 
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fourth sons, you areas good as the firstborn and as free? 
Call it a Revolution, that we say to the hardy mechanic, 
the busy manufacturer, the honest laborer you may have 
a right in the governmont under which you live, and 
help support it as well as others ? Call it a Revolution 
that we say, intelligence, virtue, honor, patriotism, makes 
the man and not dirt and primogeniture ? Call it a 
Revolution, that we level every false distinction, every 
grade not based on talent or moral worth, and proclaim 
liberty and equal rights to the people ? Then are we 
revolutionists, and we glory in it ; and we will rejoice 
when such a revolution is consummated, and its blessings 
all revealed! 
It is said ours is a leveling system. I admit it. But, 
thank God, we level up ! We pull no man down : but 
carry others as far above as moral right and true merit 
will permit. We destroy no man's rights ; but contend 
for the rights of the oppressed, the proscribed, the dis-
franchised. We degrade no body : but we exalt, elevate, 
ennoble. The level to which we look is high above the 
bogs and fens of ignorance, oppression, and misrule. 
Ours is equality on an eminence ! 
Are we asked what is to be done ? The answer is 
p l a i n — L e t the rights of the people be maintained. 
Let the distinctions based on wealth and brute force be 
destroyed, expunged from our statute books, and equal 
liberty be enjoyed by every native born or naturalized 
citizen of the United States. Let the 15,000 disfran-
chised inhabitants of this state be esteemed according to 
their character ; and exercise rights which belong to them 
in common with others. Let the principles of good 
government be embodied in a Constitution, and be adopted 
by the people, as the expression of their free will, and 
we will ask no more. 
Are we asked how this shall be accomplished ? The 
answer is as plain. By a determined resolution on the part 
of the people, the disfranchised themselves. Let them 
but speak and act, and the work is done — t h e victory 
complete, bloodless, and hence more glorious. What 
may not 15 or 19 out of 22.000 accomplish, with right 
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and truth on their side ? It is said our legislators are 
omnipotent. The people are more so ! 
Are we told that attempts at the same object have 
been made but foiled ? B y whom ? B y the aggrieved 
— by the people ? No, but by the lean minority who 
graciously talk about granting certain rights to the 
people ! What a libel on humanity, and the government 
of God. Men chosen by men talk of granting back 
rights ! Such should be told in a way to understand and 
remember that their power comes not by the tenure of 
the " Grace of God " in the kingly sense, but by the 
will of the people ! — " Vox populi, vox Dei." — No 
wonder nothing was accomplished. Did you ever know 
a king voluntarily abdicate his throne in favor of a 
republic ? Never. Consuls and Generals have often 
been crowned kings and built their thrones on the ruins 
of republics. But man is too fond of power to resign it 
willingly. W e take new ground. W e are the people 
themselves bottling for liberty and right. Power is on 
the side of right. Both are in the hands of the people. 
Let the single attempt be vigorously made and success 
is certain. 
Remember, friends of freedom, that in union is strength. 
On it depends the issue of our toils. Let every other 
consideration be waived. Beware of Demagogues. You 
will be courted by those who would step on your shoul-
ders to leap into office. If any man on earth is to be 
spurned and openly contemned, it is the imbecile wretch 
who would violate principle to aggrandize himself—turn 
his coat to gain an office. Poor men ! They have no 
appetite for healthful food. Let them starve, till they 
get better. Remember yourselves, Workingmen, and 
ever keep an eye upon those whom you entrust with the 
business of government. " Eternal vigilance is the price 
of liberty." 
This is freedom's chosen holyday ; and who would be 
a slave ? Shall the fear of man frown the freed soul into 
bondage, and shut the mouth that pleads the cause of 
the oppressed, and contends for the equal rights of hu-
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manity ? Forbid it righteous heaven : forbid it every 
sense of justice : forbid it every friend of the free ! A r e 
station, condition, and influence, smiles and dollars, the 
silken cords with which to bind the free soul and keep it 
in perpetual bondage ? Never : for so often as this day-
shall be honored by freemen, so often will slumbering 
patriotism he aroused to action, and our father's deeds of 
glory nerve us on to the consummation they most devout-
ly wished! This day calls us to contemplate the no-
blest acts of political power. It reveals to us our plain-
est duties. It calls upon us by every noble sentiment, 
by every patriotic feeling, to carry out and complete the 
work of human reform, so well begun, with the highest 
assurance, that the institutions of our land shall be thereby 
sustained, and remain a happy heritage to the latest gen-
erations. 
Friends of liberty and equal rights, you are engaged in 
a righteous cause. D o your duty. Triumph we must: 
and triumph we will. 
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IT has been the intention of the writer, at several different times 
during our recent difficulties, to publish some remarks upon the 
facts and questions at issue between the contending parties in this 
State ; and as, although military force is now no longer to be 
feared, the civil agitation of the controversy will probably be 
continued, and will affect, not only this, but other States — the 
importance of the occasion is deemed a sufficient apology for the 
publication. It is a subject upon which no one can pretend to 
originality of thought, and wherever I have found what appeared 
to me to be common sense, stated in strong and forcible language 
by others, I have used their words, and given their names; for I 
would rather lose the reputation of originality, than in a matter of 
so great consequence to the public welfare, lose the weight of the 
authority of statesmen and authors of well-known and established 
character, in enforcing the opinions I advocate. 
Kingston, R. I., September, 1842. 
CONSIDERATIONS 
ON THE 
R H O D E I S L A N D Q U E S T I O N . 
ON reading the remarks made upon the Rhode Island 
difficulties in the papers of other States, it is at once appa-
rent to a Rhode Islander, that many of the facts are but im-
perfectly understood, even by those who discountenance 
the revolutionary movement. 
The colony of Rhode Island originally consisted of four 
separate settlements or townships. Providence, settled in 
1636 ; Portsmouth, March, 1638 ; Newport, March, 1639 ; 
and Warwick. The people of these several settlements, 
formed themselves into political societies by voluntary 
compacts. And afterwards, in 1643-4, Roger "Williams 
was sent over to England, and obtained a patent, uniting 
them as one colony. This continued until 1663, when the 
charter was obtained from Charles II., by which the colony 
has always since been governed. 
Upon this charter and its history we have several re-
marks to make before proceeding further. 
First, the charter or form of government was the deliber-
ate act of the people themselves. It was drawn by agents 
appointed by the colony for that purpose, and sent to Eng-
land, expressly to obtain for it the sanction of the English 
government. That sanction was, of course, necessary to 
its validity, as we were then a colony dependent upon 
England. 
Second, the charter, when obtained and brought back, 
was formally accepted by a vote of the whole people, as-
sembled together, as was then the usage, at Newport. 
The government was, therefore, originally established by 
voluntary compact of the whole people, and the present 
form, as settled in the charter of 1663, was also solemnly 
accepted and adopted by the people. 
So far as the charter derived its force from the act of the 
king of England, (as the charter of a mere corporation,) it, 
of course, ceased to be of any binding force after the revo-
lution of 1776. But as the act and compact of the people 
themselves, it would still remain, and the government exist 
under it, until changed, either by a revolution, or peacea-
bly and legally, in such a way that it might be presumed 
to be done with the consent of all, of which we shall speak 
hereafter. 
This charter only prescribed the boundaries of the colony, 
and the form and manner of election of the General As-
sembly, or legislature. All other matters were left to be 
provided for by the General Assembly. With the law, and 
practice settling the construction of it, and the usages which 
have grown up under it, it now forms the present constitu-
tion of the State of Rhode Island and Providence Planta-
tions. 
W e have heard a great deal from declaimers about the 
omnipotence of the General Assembly, and it has fre-
quently been asserted, that they have always treated the 
charter as a mere thing of straw, and without consulting 
the people, have altered it to suit their own pleasure. An 
examination of the cases will show, that all the instances, 
usually quoted to prove this, are instances where the Gen-
eral Assembly have interfered, either to settle a doubtful 
construction, or to provide for CASES for which the charter 
had made no provision; but never to contradict its express 
declarations. 
As, by the charter, the governor or deputy-governor and 
six assistants, (or senators,) had it in their power to prevent 
the passage of any law, and thus had a practical negative 
on all proceedings, an act was passed in May, 1696, pro-
viding that they should sit in a separate room and consti-
tute a separate branch of the legislature. This was pre-
sumed to be in conformity with the spirit of the charter 
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itself. It was adopted upon the request of the deputies 
themselves. It had been considered and debated at several 
sessions about twenty years before, and the people had 
now become convinced of its propriety. In Connecticut, 
whose charter was like that of Rhode Island, in this respect, 
a similar act was passed in October, 1698, dividing their 
General Assembly into two branches. 
By the charter, the voting for general officers was to be 
at Newport, " or elsewhere, if urgent occasion do require." 
The General Assembly afterwards authorized the people to 
vote at Newport, by proxy. 
There are also a number of cases where the Assembly 
have passed laws to provide for the contingencies of a 
failure of election, death, resignation, or removal, and as 
to whether a majority or plurality should elect. In all 
these cases, it will be perceived, there was either no provi-
sion made in the charter, or there was doubt about its con-
struction. The party against whom any such case was 
settled, would, of course, consider it unconstitutional. 
The truth is, that the charter always has been substan-
tially adhered to. The number of assistants or senators, the 
number and apportionment of deputies or representatives, 
the manner of the election, the whole form of the govern-
ment is as of old. But as to the law-making power, the 
charter contained no limitations on the General Assembly. 
On the contrary, it expressly gave them all power. Our 
ancestors were a practical people. They inserted in the 
charter a provision requiring their deputies to be elected 
semi-annually. They thought this would be sufficient to 
prevent the legislature ever becoming the masters of the 
people. And time has proved their wisdom. 
In June, 1732—3, the Assembly passed " an act for 
choosing the deputies of the several towns in this colony 
annually with an express proviso that the act should not 
take effect until after another election. But so determined 
were the people that the charter should not be infringed 
upon, and of so much importance did they consider this 
semi-annual election, that they sent men to the next As-
sembly who repealed it in December, 1733. And in Sep-
tember, 1789, the General Assembly, by resolution, de-
clared, that, of themselves, they had no power to alter the 
constitution of the State. 
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The government of Rhode Island, it is believed, has 
been practically, and in spirit if not in form, one of the 
most democratic in the Union. There has been* no State 
in which changes in popular sentiment have made them-
selves sooner felt, owing to the frequency of elections. 
This has been the case to a fault. There is no State in 
which the rights of the poor have been so carefully guarded 
by securing to every one a cheap administration of justice. 
For it is no use to give a man rights, and then, (as is done 
in some of the most ultra-democratic States,) make the law 
process so intricate and expensive that he cannot obtain 
them. Our government has always been economical, be-
cause the representatives felt their responsibility to the 
people, and the voters were the tax payers. The Senate, 
elected by general ticket, always expresses the views of the 
political majority. Without knowing much about Pope, 
the people have acted on his principle, as to government, 
that 
" That which is best administered is best." 
Instead of looking at the form of government as the end, 
and making that their ultimate aim, which is a common 
terror in modern times, they have regarded good govern-
ment as the end to be aimed at, and the form as essential 
only so far as it is more or less adapted to produce that 
result.* 
* In the course of these remarks, I shall introduce several quotations from 
an able writer, Rev. O. A . Brownson, who has been much misunderstood 
and misrepresented, because very little read by those who have abused him. 
Those who will take the pains to examine the whole of what he has written 
upon the subject of government, and will take it together, and not by piece-
meal, will not find much to condemn. And while his democracy will not be 
impeached, he will be found to be no demagogue, or flatterer of the sovereign 
people. 
" The ENDS of government are determined by the law of eternal and abso-
lute justice, and are every where and always the same. Always and every 
where it is obligatory on government to maintain justice between man and 
man, and to direct the activity of society to the common good of all its mem-
bers. . . . But the FORM of the government is a mere question of means to 
an end. One form of government, in itself, is no more just and equitable 
than another, and no more obligatory upon a people. 
Hitherto, all governments have failed to realize, in any tolerable degree, 
the twofold end of government designated. T h e American governments 
form no exception to this statement. They have merely demonstrated that 
the American people can maintain a strong and stable government without 
kings or nobles; nothing more. It remains to be demonstrated that they 
can establish and maintain wise and just governments, which fulfil their 
duty alike to society and the individual." — Boston Quarterly Review, 
vol. v. p. 29. 
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The fact that the present government of Rhode Island is 
founded on a royal charter, has been seized upon by the 
abettors of the revolutionary movement, both here and 
abroad, and for want of something better, has been made 
an argument in their favor. A royal charter! and granted, 
too, by king Charles, not the very best of men!! In an 
appeal to popular prejudice, this might be used with great 
effect, and it has been done. 
But as our ancestors of the first settlement were practical 
men, so also were those of the Revolution. When they 
threw off the reality of their dependence upon Great 
Britain, they did not waste time upon mere names. As in 
Virginia, a man does not think himself any less a republi-
can because he lives in King George or Prince William 
counties ; and as in Connecticut, before 1818, they were re-
publicans and still lived under a royal charter, so in Rhode 
Island, they were content with enjoying a degree of actual 
liberty as great as in any country of the world, and instead 
of attempting to frame a government perfect in theory, 
they looked only to its practical effect upon their rights 
and happiness. They did not hold to the idea that re-
publicanism consisted in the constant use of certain popu-
lar words and set phrases, and that every thing was right 
because they, the sovereign people, did it. They appealed 
to a higher power to justify their motives and conduct in 
that eventful struggle. 
It is a very common error abroad, to suppose that the 
charter defines the right of suffrage. The charter gave 
the colony power to admit as members of the political 
society all such persons as they should think fit. But the 
qualifications necessary for admission have always been 
prescribed by statute. 
* " This charter of government, constituting, as it then seemed, a pure 
democracy, and establishing a political system which few besides the Rhode 
Islanders themselves believed to be practicable, is still in existence, and is 
the oldest constitutional charter now valid in the world. It has outlived 
the principles of Clarendon, and the policy of Charles II. The probable 
population of Rhode Island at the time of its reception, may have been two 
thousand five hundred. In one hundred and seventy years, that number has 
increased forty fold; and the government which was hardly thought to con-
tain checks enough on the power of the people to endure even among shep-
herds and farmers, protects a dense population, and the accumulations of a 
widely-extended commerce. Nowhere in the world have life, liberty, and 
property, been safer than in Rhode Island."—Bancroft's History, vol. ii. p. 64. 
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In the recent controversy, the name of freemen, as applied 
to the voters in Rhode Island, has been a frequent theme 
for declamation by demagogues. The people are told that 
all those who are not freemen are slaves. But the charter 
used a word, the meaning of which was well settled in 
English law, and was applied to those who were admitted 
members of any corporation. And the word has continued 
in use ever since in Rhode Island, to signify the same as 
" electors," or qualified voters. 
A property qualification has always been required under 
the present government of Rhode Island. By the act of 
March 1663-4, all persons were required to be of " com-
petent estates," in order to be admitted to vote. There 
was, at that time, no need of specifying real estate, because 
what little personal estate was then in the colony was in 
the hands of those who also owned real estate. There 
was no need of specifying the amount, because property 
had not then been much subdivided. The great object 
was to secure the control of affairs to those who had a per-
manent interest in the prosperity of the colony. This qual-
ification of " competent estates," was reenacted in 1665. 
In February, 1723-4, we find the first law limiting any 
amount. By an act of that session, the voter was required 
to possess real estate valued at £100, or that would rent 
for forty shillings per annum, or to be the eldest son of such 
a voter. The eldest son was admitted, because, by the 
English laws, and the laws then in force here, the eldest 
son inherited the whole real estate of an intestate parent. 
February, 1729-30, the qualification was fixed at £200 
of real estate, or £10 per annum. August, 1746, it was 
made £400 of real estate, or £20 per annum. August, 
1760, £40 of lawful money, or forty shillings per annum. 
The digest of 1767 contains the same. In 1798, it was 
fixed at $134, or seven dollars per annum. 
One objection that has been made to our present system 
is, that the qualification is in the power of the General 
Assembly; that they can change it at pleasure for political 
purposes, and that they have done so in times past. 
But on examining the facts, the reader who has heard 
only the common version of the story will be surprised to 
find, that there never has been any substantial change in 
the amount of property required, and that ever since the 
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amount was fixed in 1723-4, it has been considered as a 
fundamental law, not to be touched on slight occasions. 
Party violence has never dared to undertake to make this 
law bend to party purposes, any more than if it had been a 
part of the charter itself. It was safer in the attachment of 
the people to the principle, than with all the forms and cer-
emonies that could have been gathered around it. 
All these seeming inconsistencies are easily explained by 
recurring to the history of the emissions of paper money 
made by the colonies. The qualifications of 1723—4, 
1729-30, and 1746, are in old tenor, so called, the value of 
which was constantly depreciating. The qualification of 
1760 is in lawful money, and in 1798 was merely changed 
into dollars, at six shillings to a dollar. 
A great deal of ridicule has been cast upon the freehold 
qualification, and with the ignorant has probably passed 
for argument. It has been called the sand and gravel qual-
ification, and it has been triumphantly asked, what virtue 
there is in a little " dirt," to qualify a man for voting. And 
again it is said, that if property is to qualify, the more prop-
erty a man has, the more votes he should be entitled to. 
Those who can use such arguments must be dupes them-
selves, or must think their followers can be easily duped. 
Our ancestors, it is to be presumed, did not intend to 
give the vote to the property, but to the man. The line 
must be drawn somewhere. The possession of real estate 
was supposed, in most cases, to be some evidence of intelli-
gence, industry, and economy, necessary to acquire or pre-
serve it. It was also supposed to furnish the best possible 
evidence of attachment to the State and its institutions, and 
an intention to make their permanent residence and home 
here. It was fixed so low, that every person of ordinary 
industry could easily obtain the amount. It was not ex-
clusive or confined to a class, because every person who 
chose might bring himself within the rule. 
That these were the reasons which governed our ances-
tors, is apparent from the whole course of their history, and 
the Rhode Island Convention of 1790, on adopting the Con-
stitution of the United States, expressly declare that," all men 
having sufficient evidence of permanent common interest with 
and attachment to the community, ought to have the right 
of suffrage." The laws plainly show what they thought 
this sufficient evidence to be. 
In connection with the present qualification, it may be 
well to refer to one charge which has often been brought 
against the present laws, and that is, that none but a free-
holder can prosecute in the courts without obtaining a free-
holder to be surety for him. This is sufficiently answered 
by stating the fact and the object of it. In all petty crim-
inal cases, triable by justices, the complainant is required to 
give security to pay the cost if he does not succeed. In all 
prosecutions for larger offences, no security whatever is 
required. In all civil cases, the prosecutor is required to be 
a freeholder or to have his writ endorsed by a sufficient 
freeholder. This is done as much for the protection of the 
poor as the rich, to prevent one man suing another upon 
some frivolous pretence, and putting him to trouble and ex-
pense, and then leaving him to pay his own cost. It has 
the good effect of discouraging litigation, and, at the same 
time, it is believed that not a single instance can be pro-
duced, where any practical injustice has resulted from it. 
No one, native or foreigner, really injured, ever yet lacked 
a friend for a surety, for the costs in Rhode Island courts 
are very low. 
The first question which would present itself to the in-
quirer considering our recent difficulties, would be — the 
propriety or expediency of a change. 
It is too much the fashion at the present day, and in our 
country, to condemn all forms of government which do not 
square with our own notions of theoretical right, without 
considering the character of a people or their local circum-
stances. A suffrage limited only by age and short resi-
dence, is liable to objections in Rhode Island not applicable 
to any other State. The great disproportion between the 
city and the country, and the preponderance of the manu-
facturing over the agricultural interest, would strike the 
most careless observer. The fact that the government has 
been in the hands of the holders of property, has had the 
effect of making it the most economical one in the Union. 
While there have been many disadvantages, it must be 
allowed there have been also many advantages in our be-
ing without any written constitution, except the charter 
which prescribes nothing but the form and manner of elec-
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tion of the legislature. W e have thus (except a few in-
stances) been saved those endless quibbles about construc-
tion to which the best-drawn written instruments are liable, 
and which occupy so much of the time of congress and 
our State legislatures. Ours had a pliability of which a 
written instrument is incapable, by which it was easily 
adapted to any change of circumstances, while the two 
branches of the legislature being elected by different con-
stituencies, and the tax payers holding the power in the last 
resort, were sufficient checks against any too sudden inno-
vation. And the probability is, that if a change had been 
made in the representation seasonably, so as to correspond 
with the change in the population of different towns, no 
other important alteration would have been made in a long 
time. Inequality of representation was complained of long 
before extension of suffrage had many friends. That the 
limitation of suffrage is an oppression sufficient to justify a 
revolution by force, is a modern discovery. 
But we do not propose to discuss these questions, be-
cause the landholders of Rhode Island, with a due regard 
to the change which has taken place in the population 
and condition of the State, have given up the question of 
expediency, and consented to make the alteration required. 
But they wish to make the change legally, and still to 
require some evidence of intelligence, honesty, and attach-
ment to the State, before a person is allowed to vote. 
That property, although, generally, some evidence of 
intelligence, is not the best or the only evidence, we readily 
admit. In the words of one we have before quoted,— 
" The number properly qualified in any community, for 
the exercise of political power, is unquestionably small. 
The voice of the multitude is rarely the voice of God. 
But the few who are qualified, are as likely to be found 
among those whom [the advocates for the property qualifi-
cation] would exclude from the elective franchise, as among 
those to whom they would extend it. The ignorant multi-
tude are as likely to be on one side of the line as on the 
other; and vice is as prevalent among the rich as among the 
poor, and altogether more dangerous.'"* 
A qualification, depending upon taxation or military 
service, is liable to two serious objections : first, the danger 
• Boston Quarterly Review, vol. v. p. 30. 
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of fraud, putting it in the power of party assessors and 
military officers', to make and unmake voters, together with 
the temptation to perjury; second, that a new agitation 
may be immediately commenced to obtain a further exten-
sion of suffrage, and thus the community be kept in con-
stant excitement. 
The Freemen's Convention, therefore, which formed the 
constitution lately rejected, wisely concluded, that when 
they once gave up the landed qualification, they would not 
stop half way. They required two years residence, only, 
for native American citizens. And this constitution re-
ceived the hearty support of the great body of those same 
landholders, who have been accused of being so tyrannical 
and oppressive. 
The question of expediency being thus waived, and the 
freeholders having agreed to the necessity of a change, it 
remains to consider the manner in which the change is to 
be made ; and this brings us to investigate the recent 
attempts to effect a forcible revolution, and the reasons 
which have been urged in its justification. 
After the Revolution, several attempts were made to have 
a convention called for the purpose of equalizing the rep-
resentation, but they had no reference to any extension of 
suffrage. In April, 1782, a meeting of delegates from the 
several towns in Washington county, recommended to 
the General Assembly to call a convention for this purpose. 
In 1786, a bill was introduced in the House, providing 
that each town should have two representatives, and no 
more. This was referred to the people, and subsequently re-
jected. In 1796, a meeting at Providence, of delegates from 
eight towns in the counties of Providence and Bristol, re-
commended a constitution. At the June session of the Assem-
bly, 1799, John Smith, of Providence, moved in the House 
of Representatives, to have a convention called to frame a 
constitution, and that there should be one delegate for every 
thousand inhabitants in a town. Mr. Champlin, of New-
port, seconded the motion, and it prevailed by a vote of 
forty-four out of seventy. It was probably lost in the 
Senate.* 
In the year 1811, a bill was passed by the Senate, ex-
* For several of these memoranda, the writer is indebted to the Hon. 
Will iam R. Staples. 
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tending suffrage, in some degree, but never became a law. 
This is believed to have been altogether a * political move-
ment. In the year 1824, a constitution formed by a con-
vention called by the legislature, remedying, in a great 
degree, the inequality in the representation, but retaining 
the old suffrage qualification, was rejected by the people. 
In 1834, a convention, called by the legislature for the 
same purpose, dissolved without doing any thing. 
About this time, the whigs being out of power, some of 
them took up the subject of a constitution, and uniting 
with the friends of extension of suffrage, formed and sup-
ported a ticket of State officers, but not getting many votes, 
and finding it was then rather unpopular, it was dropped. 
But a new element was now at work in preparing the 
way for revolution. The then government of the United 
States was unpopular with a portion of the people, and 
the discontented, being unsuccessful in their attempts to 
change their rulers in a peaceable, legal, and constitutional 
way, were loud in their threats of forcible resistance and 
even of assassination. This spirit was not confined to the 
poor or ignorant, but was common, and encouraged among 
those who claimed to be the most intelligent and patriotic of 
the community. And, finally, in the grand hard cider 
P O W O W of 1840, instead of appealing to the understanding 
and sober reason of the people, the appeal was openly 
made to the passions and senses alone, and music and 
songs, processions, banners, and the machinery of stump 
and mass meetings, which, although common at the West, 
had not before got into fashion in sober New England, 
were made the ordinary means of electioneering, against 
the then national administration. 
" They have sown the wind, and they shall reap the 
whirlwind." 
In January, 1841, the legislature passed resolutions 
calling another convention to meet in November, the dele-
gates to be elected in August, by the present freemen. 
This was done, partly in consequence of petitions for ex-
tension of suffrage, and partly in consequence of the me-
morial from the town of Smithfield, which had, for several 
years, been endeavoring to obtain an increase of its repre-
sentation. 
At the spring elections of 1840 and 1841, the whigs 
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elected the entire Senate, and a majority of the represent-
atives. The democrats were now out of power, and fol-
lowing the example which had been set them, a portion of 
them took up the subject of the extension of suffrage; but 
the public mind had become so excited by the late severe 
political struggles, that it could hardly be expected but that 
some excesses should be committed in its support. 
The new agitators, recollecting the means by which the 
successful party had gained the last presidential campaign, 
concluded to make use of the same machinery of music 
and processions. In consequence of the recent temperance 
reform, they were obliged to make one omission. But 
they procured their music and banners, published a song-
book, and on the 17th of April, 1841, commenced more 
active operations by roasting an ox, a calf, and a hog, 
whole, upon Jefferson plains. 
The enterprise was well planned for success. The 
democrats, it was supposed, would join, because some of 
the leaders were democrats ; and it was thought that the 
whigs had become so used to following music, flags, and 
processions, that they would fall in and join in the hurrah, 
as a matter of course, and without asking any questions. 
On May 5, 1841, being the day of the inauguration of 
the newly-elected government and the meeting of the leg-
islature, which always brings together a great concourse 
of people at Newport, the suffrage party held a mass meet-
ing at that place, and appointed a State committee with 
directions " to call a convention of delegates to draft a 
constitution at as early a day as possible," independent of, 
and without consulting the Assembly, any further than to 
order their proceedings to be transmitted to them. This 
mass meeting was adjourned to meet on July 5, (4th 
being Sunday,) at Providence. 
At the May session of the legislature, they passed an 
act remedying the inequality of representation of the towns 
in the coming convention, and fixing the number of dele-
gates. 
At the same session, a motion was made by a member, 
to extend the right of voting for delegates to the proposed 
convention. He said he had been requested to propose it 
in order to meet the views of a considerable portion of the 
people. The subject was then postponed to the June 
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session, when the motion was rejected. But at neither 
session was any petition presented or any evidence what-
ever, offered, that any sufficiently large portion of the peo-
ple demanded any change in the suffrage. 
At the adjourned mass meeting of the suffrage parts-, 
July 5, at Providence, the instructions before given were 
reaffirmed, and, July 20, the committee met, and issued a 
call to the people to elect delegates, on August 28, to 
attend a convention to be held at Providence, on the 1st 
Monday (4th) of October. The committee authorized all 
male American citizens, (natives and foreigners, and with-
out distinction of color,) aged twenty-one years, and who 
had resided in the State one year, to vote for delegates; 
and they fixed the number of delegates at one to a thousand, 
each town to have, at least, one, and Providence to elect 
three for each of its six wards. 
It has frequently been asserted in defence of the suf-
frage party,* that they did not take any active measures to 
call a convention until after the June session, when all 
hope of obtaining any thing from the Assembly, was gone. 
The foregoing facts prove the contrary. The resolutions 
of May 5, were in some respects cautiously worded, as the 
party were not then sufficiently prepared for strong meas-
ures, and it was the policy of the leaders to draw them 
along gradually. But they, at that meeting, expressly di-
rected their committee to call a convention, and that com-
mittee on June 11, drew up and adopted a long address to 
the people, which address was published in the New Age 
of the 18th, and in which they boldly avow that they have 
no longer any hope of obtaining their object by the ballot 
box, and declare their intention to adopt the measures they 
have since adopted, and expressly say that, " in due time, 
the committee to whom that duty has been entrusted, will 
issue the call for primary meetings, preliminary to the call 
of the State Convention?' All this was some days before 
the June session of the Assembly, (June 22d) at which the 
* D r . Brown's statement to the president; and a lso , see comment of the 
Suffrage State Committee on the statement submitted to the president by 
Messrs. Whipple , Francis and Potter. Mr . Dorr, however, in his message 
to his legislature makes no such claim. It certainly cannot be said that the 
suffrage party continued their exertions to produce a peaceable change for 
any great length of time before resorting to revolution, for the Providence 
Suffrage Association was not formed until March , 1840. 
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motion for extension was to be considered. The threaten-
ing language used in the resolutions and address were not 
calculated to influence the General Assembly much in 
their favor, and were probably actually intended to have 
the contrary effect. The language used towards the Gen-
eral Assembly, in the newspaper organ of the party, had, 
for a long time, been very violent. 
Delegates were elected to both of the conventions, and 
they both met at the time appointed. No opposition at 
all was made to these proceedings in their early stages, be-
cause it was considered by all, except the few who were in 
the secrets of the party, to be a mere political game design-
ed to divide and distract the whig party, then in power. 
The People's Convention, so called, met in October, and 
adjourned to November, after preparing and publishing a 
draft of a constitution providing the same extension of 
suffrage as in the constitution they afterwards adopted. 
This instance is enough, if there were no other, to show 
how much there is in a name. A few persons get to-
gether, and call themselves the people. And then they ask, 
are not the people sovereign ? Have they not the right to 
do whatever they choose ? It was certainly a lucky 
thought. Even according to their own statement, not more 
than 7000 persons, freeholders and non-freeholders, took any 
part in electing their delegates; and to make up this num-
ber, it has been said that spectators and people of all sorts 
were included. 
The Landholders', or legal Convention met in November, 
prepared and published a draft of a constitution in which 
the right of suffrage was extended to personal properly, 
and adjourned to February for the express purpose, as they 
declared, of obtaining the opinion of their constituents as 
to the expediency of a further extension. 
The People's Convention met in November, the week 
after the other had adjourned and completed their constitu-
tion. The right of suffrage was extended to all white 
male American citizens, who were of twenty-one years of 
age, and had resided in the State one year. 
This constitution was afterwards found to be very far 
from perfect. Mr. Dorr himself was fully capable of the 
task, but in amending and altering his plans, it was im-
possible but that some blunders should be made. A rather 
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amusing instance of this occurred when their legislature 
afterwards assembled. When the two houses wished to 
join in convention, it was found that there was no provi-
sion as to who should preside. But as they were all of 
one party, the matter was easily arranged. 
By order of the convention this constitution was submit-
ted "to the people," on December 27th, 28th, and 29th, in 
open meetings held on those three days, and every person 
* who," from sickness or other causes," did not vote on those 
three days, was authorized to send his vote in to the mod-
erator, within three days thereafter. 
In voting for or against the constitution, the voters were 
required to be American citizens, aged twenty-one, and 
having their permanent residence or home in the State, 
but without any limitation of sex, color, place of nativity, 
or any fixed period of residence whatever. The voters 
were required to say whether they were qualified by the 
existing laws or not. 
The means adopted were almost certain to ensure the 
desired result. The votes were to be returned to, and be 
counted by the convention, who thus kept the whole mat-
ter under their own control. But they reserved the ques-
tion of how many were necessary to make a majority of 
those whom they called the people, until their next meet-
ing, when they would know how many votes they had 
actually obtained, and of what sorts. If they obtained a 
majority of all the males over twenty-one by the census, 
it would be well. If they did not come up to this, they 
could make a deduction for paupers, idiots, transient per-
sons, &c. If they obtained a majority of the legal voters, 
or freemen, they would feel somewhat stronger. By 
means of the rail-road and expresses the votes from all parts 
of the State could be reported at Providence every day 
during the canvass, and measures taken accordingly. 
During the first three days, about 9000 votes were ob-
tained from all sources. During the remaining three days, 
by the privilege given them of going about to people's 
houses and getting their votes, about 5000 more were 
brought in, making in all about 14,000. The convention 
met in January, 1842, counted the votes, declared them to 
be a majority, and their constitution to be adopted. The 
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fact of this majority, and the motives of those who voted, 
we shall hereafter consider. 
The question now began to be a serious one. The 
suffrage party felt strong from the recent vote. At the 
January session, 1842, the Assembly passed resolutions 
declaring these proceedings illegal and revolutionary, and, 
at the same time, in order to do every thing in their power 
to appease the growing excitement, they passed an act, 
declaring that all persons who should be admitted to vote 
under the provisions of the constitution to be made by the 
legal convention in February, should be admitted to vote 
for or against its adoption. 
The legal convention met again in February. After the 
recent expression of public opinion, there could no longer 
be any hesitation, and accordingly, they finished their con-
stitution, and admitted every white male native American 
citizen to vote who had resided in the State two years, and 
was twenty-one years of age, without property, taxation, 
or military service. Foreigners were required to possess a 
small freehold. On the 21st, 22d, and 23d of March, this 
constitution was voted for. The votes were — for, 8013 ; 
against, 8689; total, 16,702. Majority against it, 676. 
The people's party exerted themselves with the utmost 
zeal to defeat it. Many voted against it because they were 
attached to the old charter, and some because they were 
misled by the numerous misrepresentations concerning it. 
At a session of the Assembly in March, 1842, they 
passed an act declaring that the holding any office under 
the people's constitution should be considered treason. 
The punishment of treason, by a previous statute, w-as im-
prisonment for life. This act is called by the suffrage 
party the " Algerine Law." A committee also made a 
full report justifying the proceedings of the Assembly in 
relation to the extension of suffrage. 
The governor afterwards appointed Messrs. John Whip-
ple, John Brown Francis, and Elisha R. Potter to proceed 
to Washington, and lay the case before the president. His 
reply will be given in the appendix. 
The subsequent movements are generally well known. 
In May, 1842, the old government was organized as usual, 
and a ticket composed of both political parties elected. 
The people's party also elected a governor (Mr. Dorr) and 
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a legislature. Mr. Dorr, in May, made an unsuccessful 
attempt to take possession of the arsenal by military force, 
and in June, he assembled a force to protect the meeting 
of his legislature at Chepachet, and probably for further 
measures. Both of these attempts he was obliged to 
abandon by a superior military force. 
Mr. Dorr was evidently led to make these movements 
by the belief that all those who had voted for the people's 
constitution, had been in earnest, and intended to support 
it. There had, from the beginning, been frequent meet-
ings of the party in all parts of the State, at which resolu-
tions of the most violent character had been passed, pledg-
ing their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor, to 
defend their cause. Mr. Dorr undoubtedly thought that 
all this was sincere, and that it meant what it pretended to 
be, instead of being, as the event showed it was, mere 
common party verbiage. There was a considerable num-
ber of persons in military array, who would probably have 
assisted him in case any attempt had been made to arrest 
him. He was mistaken, however, in supposing that they 
were prepared to follow him in taking possession of the 
public property, or attacking the established government. 
In June, 1842, the General Assembly determined to 
make another attempt to appease the excitement, and 
satisfy the suffrage party. They passed an act calling a 
convention to meet in September. The delegates were to 
be elected in August, and three years' residence was re-
quired, without property, taxation, or military service, to 
qualify persons to vote for delegates. And in order to 
make the representation in the convention more nearly 
proportioned to population than it was in the Assembly, 
they fixed upon a scale which gave Newport four dele-
gates, and Providence six, thus inverting the present ratio. 
It is hoped the result of this convention may be to give 
peace to the State.* 
It has been objected to the new convention act, that the 
apportionment of the delegates is unequal. But it should 
be recollected that it is an attempt at a compromise, and it 
* It has been asserted, that the General Assembly did not pass this act 
until they were driven to it by the news of the gathering at Chepachet. It 
should be stated, that the terms of the bill had been agreed upon at an in-
formal meeting of the members, the bill had been introduced and printed, 
and had actually passed the Senate, before the news arrived at Newport. 
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certainly cannot but be considered as a very liberal ad-
vance towards reconciliation on the part of the existing 
government. 
The issue now is between the old and established govern-
ment, and any constitution which may be made under their 
authority on the one part, and the people's constitution, 
under which Governor Dorr acts, on the other. 
W e come now to consider the reasons put forth to jus-
tify the recent attempt at revolution; and these resolve 
themselves into questions of principle and questions of 
fact, — whether the majority of the people have the right 
assumed, and whether a majority was ever actually ob-
tained. 
The first question is, whether a majority of the whole 
people, without reference to any existing laws regulating 
the right of voting, have a right to change the government 
at any time and in any manner they choose : for this is the 
position taken. 
In whatever may be said upon this subject, we do not 
wish to be understood as denying what may be called the 
right of revolution, or the right of any portion of the people 
who are oppressed to redress their grievances by force, after 
having tried all peaceable means without effect. But this 
is a right which belongs not to majorities only, but to any 
number of citizens, however small, who are oppressed, 
where the oppression is sufficient to justify it, and there is 
no mode of redressing it but by a revolution. For engag-
ing in such a cause every man has to account with his own 
conscience and his God. If the change now attempted 
had been called a revolution, it would have been rightly 
named, and then no one would have been deceived by it. 
But the ground taken is, that the majority can legally and 
constitutionally change the government at any time and in 
any manner; or, in other words, that their supremacy in all 
things is a fundamental principle of republican law. It 
has been sometimes called, strangely enough, the doctrine 
of peaceable revolution. By believing it to be rightful and 
legal, and that it would be peaceable, hundreds have been 
misled who would never have countenanced it if called by 
its right name.* 
* " I have heard much of late about the right of revolution, and there is 
no doubt but that, in those cases where a people, by the oppression and vio-
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It is very plain, that if they can disregard the laws estab-
lished by society in one instance, they can in any other. 
If they have a right to depart from the law which regulates 
the qualification of voters, they have an equal right to de-
part from the laws which regulate boundary lines. They 
are all alike results of the institution of society, and with-
out society they would have no existence. The boundary 
line between Connecticut and Rhode Island is merely an 
artificial line established by a treaty or law. What, upon 
the doctrine in question, is to prevent a portion of the peo-
ple of Connecticut from joining with a portion of the people 
of Rhode Island and forming a new State ? If you an-
swer that this boundary line was a compact between two 
societies, established by our ancestors, and, therefore, bind-
ing on us, you grant all I ask. But what is to prevent the 
majority of the people of Washington county setting up 
for themselves ? Why should not the people of Long Isl-
and separate from New York ? The majority of the peo-
ple of the northern part of Illinois would perhaps like to 
join Wisconsin, and thus get out of debt. What is there 
to prevent continual changes of this sort, upon the doctrine 
in question ? You will answer, the Constitution of the 
United States would prevent the erection of new States or 
alteration of old ones, without consent of congress. But 
if the majority of the people of Rhode Island have a right 
to change their own government in this manner, they have 
an equal right to throw off the government of the Union; 
for they both stand upon the same foundation, a compact 
lence of their rulers, are thrown upon the natural right of self-preservation, 
this right exists, may be exercised, and a revolution be justified; but how-
ever justifiable it may be, we should always recollect, that, if it be revolu-
tion, it is revolution, and nothing but revolution. There is no possibility of 
making it half revolution, and half not. If you resort to revolution, you 
must adopt it with all its consequences, be they never so calamitous. These 
calculations are to be made at the commencement of it, and weighed against 
the evils which it is proposed to remedy. . . . 
Strong heads and patriotic hearts, doubtless, gave the first impulse to the 
French revolution; but does not the progress and issue of that bloody dra-
ma tell us that those abstractions, (in which they so freely dealt,) whatever 
might be their theoretic truth, became false and fiendish in their application ? 
Do we not know that the very masses which were engaged in carrying them 
out, rejoiced when the iron rule of military despotism came, to deliver them 
from themselves, and from the incarnate demons which the movement had 
conjured up. 
W h e n all men are angels, and of the same order, these abstractions may 
be true in all their consequences, but never in their application to man as 
he is . "—Chief Justice Durfee's Charge. 
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made by our forefathers. And again ; upon the new doc-
trines, the Constitution of the United States was never 
legally adopted, and is not binding, for a majority of the 
whole people never assented to it, and in almost all the 
States at the time of its adoption, there were great restric-
tions upon suffrage. Further, what is to prevent a ma-
jority of the whole people of the Union, without regard to 
the lines of States, from changing the Constitution of the 
Union, and making us one consolidated nation ? If the 
majority, without reference to laws, have this right in Rhode 
Island, the majority of the United States have it also, and 
so on; for boundary lines are but laws, the artificial insti-
tutions or results of society. These, it may be said, are all 
idle fears, but they are submitted as the legitimate conse-
quences of the reasoning of the revolutionists, if carried to 
their full length in practice. 
The more we consider these things, the more reason we 
shall see in the old-fashioned doctrine, that a change of 
government can only take place in one of two ways, — le-
gally, with the consent of the existing government, or by a 
revolution, brought about by force, or the fear of force. 
They may actually prevail in conflict, or they may exhibit 
such strength as to awe the minority into submission with-
out conflict. In either case, it would be a revolution, and 
not a legal change. The doctrine of peaceable legal revo-
lution was a discovery reserved for this enlightened age 
and people. 
W e are either an organized society, or we are not. If 
we are not, then we should be in a state of nature, and a 
majority could have no right to bind us, for in that state no 
one man would have a right to govern another. If we are 
members of an organized political society, then we are as 
much bound by one of its laws as another, until they are 
legally changed, or until the oppression is so great that the 
duty of self-preservation compels them to appeal from the 
laws of society to the laws of humanity. To hold the con-
trary, is to give to a majority the power to turn might into 
right, and to confound moral distinctions.* 
* " Democracy, in the sense we are now considering it, is sometimes as-
serted to be the sovereignty of the people. If this be a true account o f it, it 
is indefensible. The sovereignty of the people is not a truth. Sovereignty 
is that which is highest, ultimate; which has not only the physical force to 
make itself obeyed, but the moral right to command whatever it pleases. . . 
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If we are not an organized society, if the State does not 
constitute a quasi corporation, how can we bind ourselves 
" Are the people the highest ? Are they ultimate ? And are we bound in 
conscience to obey whatever it may be their good pleasure to ordain ? If 
so, where is individual liberty ? If so, the people, taken collectively, are 
the absolute master of every man taken individually. Every man, as a 
man, then, is an absolute slave. Whatever the people, in their collective 
capacity, may demand of him, he must feel himself bound in conscience to 
give. No matter how intolerable the burdens imposed, painful and needless 
the sacrifices required, he cannot refuse obedience, without incurring the 
guilt of disloyalty; and he must submit in silence, without even the moral 
right to feel that he is w r o n g e d , 
" Now this, in theory at least, is absolutism. Whether it be a democracy, 
or any other form of government, if it be absolute, there is, and there can be, 
no individual liberty. . . . 
" But this is not the end of the chapter. Under a democratic form of gov-
ernment, all questions which come up for the decision of authority, must le 
decided by a majority of voices. The sovereignty which is asserted for the 
people, must then be transferred to the ruling majority. If the people are 
sovereign, then the majority are sovereign; and if sovereign, the majority 
have, as Miss Martineau lays it down, the absolute right to govern. If the 
majority have the absolute right to govern, it is the absolute duty of the 
minority to obey W e hold our property, our wives and children, and 
our lives even at its sovereign will and pleasure. It may do by us and ours 
as it pleases. If it take it into its head to make a new and arbitrary division 
of property, however unjust it may seem, we shall not only be impotent to 
resist, but we shall not even have the right of the wretched to complain. . . 
. . The creed the majority is pleased to impose, the minority must, in all 
meekness and submission, receive Whatever has been done under 
the most absolute monarchy, or the most lawless aristocracy, may be r e d -
acted under a pure democracy, and, what is worse, legitimately, too, if it be 
once laid down in principle, that the majority has the absolute right to 
govern. 
" The majority will always have the physical power to coerce the minority 
into submission; but this is a matter of no moment, in comparison with the 
doctrine which gives them the right to do it. W e have very little fear ot 
the physical force of numbers, when we can oppose to it the moral force of 
right. The doctrine in question deprives us of this moral force It is 
not the physical force of the majority that we dread, but the doctrine that 
legitimates each and every act the majority may choose to perform 
" The effects of this doctrine, so far as believed and acted on, cannot be too 
earnestly deprecated. It creates a multitude of demagogues pretending a 
world of love for the dear people, lauding the people's virtues, magnifying 
their sovereignty, and with mock humility professing their readiness ever to 
bow to the will of the majority It generates a habit of appealing, on 
all occasions, from truth and justice, wisdom and virtue, to the force of num-
bers, and virtually sinks the man into the brute."—Boston Quarterly Review, 
vol. i. pp. 37—40, 47. 
Mr. Brownson then proceeds to explain what is all that can really be 
meant by the sovereignty of the people, and its limitations. 
" There is among us a strong tendency to sweep away every institution, 
every organic form, whether in the executive, judicial, or legislative branches 
of the government, which may have heretofore interposed an obstacle to the 
free and full expression of the irresponsible will of the majority. Every 
amendment proposed or adopted of any of oar civil constitutions, has a di-
rect tendency to throw additional power into the hands of the party, which 
4 
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by a treaty, how can we incur a debt for posterity to pay ? 
It has, heretofore, been thought reasonable, that as a new 
generation takes possession of a country, with all the ad-
vantages derived from the labors and accumulations of 
their ancestors, they should also take upon themselves their 
burdens. But if a bare majority have a right to alter the 
government in any manner they please, and without refer-
ence to the qualifications required by the laws, if laws or 
compacts of government made by our forefathers are of 
no binding force, then for the same reason, one generation 
could never bind another, in any respect, and treaties 
would be ties of straw, and debts go unpaid; old-fashioned 
notions of honesty would have to be laid aside. The con-
nection between these doctrines is nearer than would be at 
first supposed. 
If, then, a majority can ride over or depart from the law 
in one instance, without resorting to the required forms of 
law for its repeal, there is the same reason for then right to 
do it in all. They may equally disregard boundary lines, 
laws making compacts or treaties, and laws for contracting 
debts. They may do all this by force, I admit, and then 
the justification will depend upon the nature of the case. 
What I object to is, its being called legal or right, merely 
because it is the will of the majority. 
But it is asserted (and this is at the bottom of the whole 
chances to be in the majority, and to remove some safeguard from the mi-
nority. The whole spirit of the American people, not of one party only, is 
to sweep away all barriers to the establishment of absolute democracy, which 
shall cause the government in its administration to feel and respond to every 
wave of public opinion or popular caprice. This is easily accounted for, and 
is by no means an unnatural tendency; but it is, perhaps, time to inquire, 
whither it is likely to lead, and whether it is likely to increase the security 
we demand for individual rights."—Ibid, vol. iv. p. 279. 
See Mr. Brownson's remarks on the folly of that portion of the democracy, 
who wished to change or abolish the Senate, merely because it for a while 
opposed some measures of their favorite, General Jackson,—vol. iv. p. 367. 
" W e hold ourselves among the foremost of those who demand reform, and 
who would live and die for progress; but we wish no haste, no violence in 
pulling down old institutions, or in building up new ones. W e would inno-
vate boldly in our speculations, but, in action, we would cling to old usages, and 
keep by old lines of policy till we were fairly forced by the onward pressure of 
opinion to abandon them. W e would think with the radical, but often act 
with the conservative. W h e n the time comes to abandon an old practice, 
when new circumstances have arisen to demand a new line of policy, then, 
we say, let no attachments to the past make us blind to our duty, or impo-
tent to perform it. All we say is, let nothing be done in a hurry, and let no 
rage for experiments be encouraged.''—Ibid, vol. i. p. 73. 
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difficulty) that every man has a natural right to vote, to 
participate in the government, and more especially in the 
formation of a constitution. As ordinarily stated, this 
position is self-contradictory. In an " address to the peo-
ple of Rhode Island," * in 1834, this claim of natural right 
is stated in the ablest manner of which it is susceptible. 
The facts and arguments of the suffrage party have never 
been more ably or candidly stated than in this address. It 
indeed contains the germs of all the principles and argu-
ments since advanced by Mr. Dorr, and by the party. 
Page 26, — " W e contend, then, that a participation in 
the choice of those who make and administer laws is a natu-
ral right, which cannot he abridged nor suspended any far-
ther than the greatest good of the greatest number impera-
tively requires." (Italicised in original.) 
Strictly speaking, any thing cannot be a natural right, 
which, in a state of nature, would have no existence, and 
which is wholly and solely the result of the establishment 
of society, as government and the making of laws is. 
If the address means that the just object of government 
is to secure to every individual as great a degree of liberty, 
both of thought and of action, as is consistent with the 
good of the whole, that is, of society, and that the greater 
the number of individuals who participate in the adminis-
tration, the greater the security that the measures of the 
government will be for the good of the whole, instead of 
consulting only the welfare of the few, we presume its 
correctness would be generally admitted. 
It is very fashionable to talk about " the greatest good of 
the greatest number." f But, while the good of the many 
ought not to be sacrificed to the good of the few, on the 
other hand, the welfare of a minority ought not to be sacri-
ficed even to the greatest good of the greatest number. 
This savors too much of submitting every thing to the will 
of the majority. All laws should be for the greatest good 
of the whole society. 
A practical difficulty then arises, who are to be excluded 
from political power, and who are to decide upon the ex-
* T h e historical parts of this pamphlet, were contributed by Joseph K-
Angell, Esq., the statistics by Wil l iam H. Smith, and the remainder, inclu-
ding all the argumentative part, by Thomas Wilson Dorr, Esq. 
• Judge Upshur's Address, p. 21. 
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elusion. The writer of the address himself, is obliged to 
admit that this exclusion from, or abridgment of the right 
of suffrage is a question of expediency, and that, if the 
public good requires any one to be excluded, the exclusion 
is right. 
Address, pages 28-9, — " As a general rule, then, govern-
ment was first formed by the act and with the consent of 
those who were to be governed, given either expressly or 
by acquiescence. And what did government confer upon 
those who established it ? Here lies the radical error of 
those who contend that all political rights are the creatures 
of the political compact. Those reasoners will tell you 
about rights created by society. W e wish to ask previous-
ly, what those rights were which existed before political 
society itself. Those rights were the rights to life, to liber-
ty, to property — in general, to the pursuit of happiness. . . 
. . . Another great personal right already alluded to, 
has been reserved for the last; it is the right which every 
man among the families by which nations were composed, 
had, of giving or withholding his voice in every question 
relating to the union of those families in a form of govern-
ment; and of removing from its jurisdiction if that union 
were formed against his consent. The existence of such a 
natural right is too evident to be disputed This 
right is the very right of suffrage which is the burden of 
our present enquiry, and which we call a natural right. 
Political society could not confer that right or power upon 
its members by the exercise of which it first came into exist-
ence. In other words, man, in the exercise of his natural 
rights, made government, and government did not give to 
man his rights." (Italicised as in original.) 
This is a singular example of confusion of ideas, and 
of the inconsistencies to which a very able man is driven, 
in supporting such a case. He here confounds two things 
which are entirely separate and distinct: first, the right 
which every man had, before society was formed, to say, 
whether he would join it or not, and which, in fact, is the 
only natural right of suffrage ; second, the right of partici-
pating in government after the society is formed, the right 
to vote, which right depends entirely upon laws which the 
society makes, with a view to the good of the whole. W e 
will not argue as to whether society can, with propriety, 
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be said to confer this second right. It is sufficient to say, 
that society entirely excludes some from it and gives it to" 
others, and that, without society and the law, the right 
would have no existence. If society does not confer it, 
nature certainly does not.* 
The meaning of this paragraph of the address, however, 
would seem to be that the second right is a continuation 
of the existence of the first; to which view the foregoing 
remarks also apply in answer. 
The distinction is easily illustrated by an instance of an 
ordinary agreement. The right of a man to enter into an 
agreement, is perfectly distinct from the rights which he 
has under and by virtue of the agreement when made. 
The address also contends, that society does not create 
any new rights; but only protects and regulates those which 
man would have in a state of nature ; and gives, for an 
instance, the right of property. But the right of property 
cannot certainly be called a natural right. For, in the 
imaginary state of nature, a man could only hold any thing 
in two ways : first, by force, which it will not be contended 
could make a right; second, by consent, which very con-
sent is the essence of, and constitutes society. The right 
to a thing is not a physical quality of the thing itself. It 
is only an agreement, or law, by which each is obliged to 
abstain from that which another has acquired. It is a right 
only in reference to other men. It presupposes more than 
one. It can only originate in agreement, a union of men, 
or society, and is regulated and controlled by government, 
when a government is established. Even now, things 
which are common, belong to the first occupant, only by 
general consent, which is a rule tacitly agreed upon for the 
general good. In one sense, it is true, that both property 
•"Natural and civil rights cannot be enjoyed at the same time. W e 
must give up the one to attain the other." " This lead* us to the cor-
rection of that opinion which has been maintained by so many philosophers, 
that men resign part of their natural rights, to obtain security for the re-
mainder, by substituting for it the proposition, that men give up to the com-
munity a part of their natural rights to acquire civil rights. From this same 
principle it follows, that the opinion that society, in the administration of 
right, grants nothing to any of its members, is not well founded. For in the 
civil state, which is deemed the same as the social state, by the administra-
tion of the government, the members do acquire certain positive rights, 
which they can enjoy only in a civil state, and which are, therefore, to be 
considered as the gift and the offspring of social institutions—Judge Swift, 
vol. i. p. 16. 
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and society may be called natural, since we are, evidently, 
assigned by our Creator, for both.* 
There is a great deal of very weak argument on the 
subject of the rights of man in a state of nature. The 
phrases — right, state of nature, and natural rights, are very 
ambiguous, and may mean very different things. Perhaps 
we may fall into errors from this same source. But if 
people will argue from this imaginary state of nature, we 
must consider their arguments, and endeavor to ascertain 
what weight is due to them. 
The address, it will be seen from the preceding extracts, 
admits, that previous to society, every man would have a 
right to say, whether he would join the society or not, and 
that no one could rightfully compel another to join it. Of 
course, in a state of nature and before society was formed, 
a majority could have no rights, whatever, over the minor-
ity. After a society is formed, which may be either by 
express compact, or tacit agreement, they may give the di-
rection of their affairs to a king, to an aristocracy, or to a 
majority; but this can only be by virtue of the agreement, , 
or, in the language of our Declaration of Independence, 
"the consent of the governed," and not from any divine 
right of kings and aristocracies, or any natural right of 
majorities. 
Government, or society may, in one sense, be said to be 
a divine institution, and may, also, in one sense, be called 
natural: but how a majority can be said to have any rights, 
either divine or natural, is difficult to see. They can have 
none but what the constitution or fundamental compact, 
and the laws give them. 
But, again it will be seen, that as far as Rhode Island is 
concerned, these arguments from a state of nature, about 
the natural right of every person to share in the formation 
of government, must proceed upon another assumption, 
that we are now in a state of nature, and have no organ-
ized society, or lawful government, to which the citizens are 
in any manner bound. They do, in fact, assume, that the 
present government of Rhode Island was never adopted 
by the people. 
Now, we either have a society or social compact already 
* Puffendorf, vol. iv. lib. iv. ch. 11, and vol. iv. lib. iv. ch. 4, sec. 5. Ruth-
erforth's Institutes, lib. i. ch. 3, sec. 7. 
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instituted, we have a lawful government, or we have not; 
and are in this, so called, state of nature without any 
government. If we are not members of an organized 
society, then, from what has been said before, a majority 
have no right to govern at all, no other right but the revo-
lutionary right of force. If we are members of an organ-
ized society, then a majority has no right but such as the 
existing constitution and laws give them. If, by the origi-
nal, or existing constitution, the whole people have agreed 
that that constitution shall be altered by a majority, then a 
majority may alter it, but it is because the whole people 
have given them that power, and for that reason alone. If 
they have not given them that power, as in Rhode Island, 
then the right remains in the whole people. Governments 
were instituted for the protection of the whole people, for 
majorities can generally protect themselves. HOW the 
consent of the whole people is to be expressed, we shall 
consider presently. A change of government made in any 
other manner, may be a revolution, but cannot be called 
legal. 
To the assertion, that every person has a natural right to 
share in the government, or to vote, the common and obvi-
ous answer i s — i f this is a natural right, why do you, at 
one blow, exclude one half of all society, the females; 
why do you exclude minors, colored persons, and the 
poor 
In answer to this, the address says, (p. 31.) " The first 
part of the objection, regarding minors, proves too much 
for the objectors; for, as the minor is debarred from the 
full enjoyment of the right of property also, until the age 
of twenty-one years, it might be argued with equal show 
of reason, that there is no natural right of property: for 
which right, the objectors strenuously contend." 
This might answer very well as an " argumentum ad 
hominem," to a man who believed the right of property to 
be a natural right, but if the remarks we have made upon 
this point are correct, this reply can avail nothing. 
The writer in the 'address allows, that some men are as 
well qualified to vote before twenty-one, as others are above 
that age ; and he then proceeds to defend the exclusion of 
• It is an observation of Burke, that by requiring any qualification at all, 
yon exclude the poorest, and those who most need protection. Vol. iii. p. 198. 
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minors upon what is, in fact, the only true ground, expedi-
ency, or the public good, and the necessity of prescribing 
general rales, and refers to the universal practice of all 
civilized nations as its justification. 
In relation to the exclusion of women, Mr. Dorr rests its 
justification, (p.31,) "upon a just consideration of the best 
good of society including that of the sex itself," and upon 
" their own assent." 
To the remark, that in many of the free suffrage States a 
property qualification is required to be elected to office, the 
reply is, (p. 49,) "it is a sufficient answer to the objectors to 
say, that where the distinction does exist, it was made by 
the people themselves in their original sovereign capacity." 
Thus are all those who reason from the rights of nature, 
obliged themselves to come back at last to the old doctrine, 
that the question, who shall share in the political power or 
administration of the government, is to be decided from 
expediency or considerations of the public good. And 
this question, in case of forming a government where none 
existed before, must be settled by all the parties to the 
social compact. In case of a government established by 
tacit consent or acquiescence, or by force, it must be de-
cided by those in whose hands the power of the State 
already is. If any are oppressed, they have their appeal 
to the bar of public opinion, and the good sense of the 
people seldom fails (though sometimes slowly) to redress 
the injury. If all peaceable means fail, and the oppression 
is sufficient to justify it, there remains the sacred right of 
revolution. 
But it will be said, even allowing that a majority of all 
the men over twenty-one years of age, qualified and un-
qualified, had no power to change the government in this 
manner, the people's constitution received the votes of a 
majority of the freemen or qualified voters under the exist-
ing laws. The fact we will afterwards inquire into, and 
will now consider the present form of the assertion, that a 
majority of the qualified voters have a right to change the 
government at any time, and in any manner they choose, 
without consulting either the government or the minority. 
W e are very apt to get our notions of the rights of 
majorities from our common practice of governing by 
majorities. After a government is formed, and the repub-
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lican form adopted, as with us, and the power is placed in 
the hands of a body of men, instead of one or a few, the 
universal rule and practice is, that in the administration of 
the laws and deciding all ordinary cases, the wall of the 
majority shall be considered as the will of the whole body. 
This is the only practicable rule in managing the affairs of 
an organized body of a number of men, and is adopted 
either expressly, by rule, or tacitly, by consent, from the 
necessity of the case ; but then this majority must act ac-
cording to the rules and fundamental laws upon which the 
government itself was organized. It is from seeing that 
the administration of the government in our country in all 
its details is carried on by majorities, and this constantly 
going on before our eyes, that some come to imagine that 
there is some peculiar power inherent in, or natural to a 
majority, and that, as a republican principle, they have a 
right to change the government itself.* 
If any number of us were to meet to form an associa-
tion for any purpose whatever, a majority would have no 
right to control the rest in forming the articles of associa-
tion, but when once the association was formed, if there 
were no express rules for managing its business, we should 
" naturally," that is, from the necessity of the case, adopt 
the rule of majorities. W e should adopt it as a rule of 
* See Brownson's remarks on the manner in which majorities are usually 
managed. " These measures and candidates are rarely determined on by 
the spontaneous voice of the whole party. They are determined on by the 
few more active partizans, usually designated party leaders. These cut and 
dry the policy o f the party. The party may not approve this policy, but it 
must adopt it, or endanger its success, and give ascendency to the opposite 
party; which will generally be regarded as the greater evil of the two. A 
majority of the more active members of the party, therefore, adopt what their 
leaders propose, pass resolutions in its favor, and rally the whole party to its 
support. The party, we will suppose, succeeds, elects its men, and carries 
its measures. Are these measures really carried by the majority of the 
whole people ? A r e they, in truth, expressions of the actual will of the 
majority ? Not at all. They are, in truth, only the expressions of the will 
or the policy of the active minority of the party, which is itself but a lean 
majority of the whole people. If the actual opinion of those who, in both 
parties, are really opposed to them, could be collected, you would not unfre-
quently have an overwhelming majority against them. In point of fact, 
what we call the decision of the majority in this country, is rarely any thing 
more than the decision of the active or adroit minority which controls the 
party, that, for the time being, chances to be in the ascendant. Universal 
suffrage, then, coupled with universal education, cannot secure even the ex-
pression of the will of the majority, to say nothing of giving us assurance 
that the will of the majority shall always be just and right."—Boston Quarter-
ly Review, vol. iv. p. 381-2. 
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convenience. And this is the only connection we know 
of between nature and a majority. 
Much of what we have said before will apply to the 
right now claimed for a majority of the qualified voters. 
A majority, whether of qualified or unqualified voters, can 
have no legal, constitutional, or conventional rights but 
such as the constitution or social compact gives them ; * 
and government being formed by the whole people for the 
protection of minorities as well as majorities, when once 
instituted it can only be changed by the whole people, or 
in such manner as they have agreed it shall be changed. 
There having been in Rhode Island no particular way 
designated for changing the constitution, and the whole 
people never having given to a majority the right to make 
such a change, it would follow, that the majority in Rhode 
Island could not make the change. But, on the other 
hand, to require the consent of every individual to a 
change, would render change impossible. The existing 
government having been established by the whole people, 
and representing the whole people in their social capacity, 
minorities as well as majorities, they having delegated to 
it all political power, without limitation; when this gives 
its consent to the change, the consent of the whole people 
is given in the only practicable way it can be. 
But it may be said, if no change can be legally made 
without the consent of the legislature, it may be prevented 
forever. Interested minorities may obtain the control of 
the legislature. True, such cases may happen, and we do 
not maintain that this or any other theory is entirely free 
from objections. But the theory of the legal or constitu-
tional right of the majority to change, in any manner they 
our choose, is liable in one view to fatal objections.! 
In the case of the people's constitution, a few persons 
without any legal right whatever, took upon themselves to 
call a convention, and to say how many delegates each 
•See the very able remarks of Judge Upshur (now secretary of the navy,) 
on the rights of majorities, page 66 of the Debates of the Virginia Conven-
tion ; and also in an Address delivered by him, July 2, 1841, before the 
literary societies of Wil l iam and Mary College, page 23. 
t " An opinion which saps the foundation of all authority, which destroys 
all power, and, consequently, all society, cannot be admitted as a principle of 
reasoning or of conduct, in politics."—Burlamaque; Principles of Natural 
and Politic Law, vol. ii. lib. ii. ch. 6, sec. 8. 
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town should have, and who should vote in choosing those 
delegates. It was managed in the same way a party 
caucus or convention is generally managed. 
A portion of the people chose delegates, and the conven-
tion thus assembled, made a constitution, and assumed the 
power to call town-meetings, and, strangest of all, assumed 
that highest attribute of sovereignty, the right to decide 
who should be admitted to vote in adopting that constitu-
tion. There was, of course, no challenging of votes or 
legal means of detecting or punishing fraud,—the rest of 
the people considering the proceedings illegal, took no 
part in them; and these persons, without any election or 
oath of office, then proceed to count the votes in their own 
way, and declare the result to be the adoption of their con-
stitution.* 
Now it is plain, that if the law is out of the case, mere 
numbers cannot add to the right; that is, if five or ten men 
can call a convention, one man has as good a right; and 
if fifty or a hundred men without legal authority can make 
a constitution, and say how it shall be adopted, one man 
has the same right; for there is no law either of nature or 
of society which limits the number necessary to be con-
cerned in such an undertaking. This, we believe, the 
friends of the people's constitution generally admit: they 
maintain, that it is the adoption of the constitution by a 
majority, which alone gives it validity, and that it is of no 
consequence how- it is proposed. 
But who is to settle who the sovereign people are? 
Those who proposed the people's constitution, limited the 
right of voting upon its adoption to American citizens, 
(which, of course, requires five years residence in the 
United States,) over twenty-one years of age. They did 
not expressly exclude females, but if females are to be 
counted, there can be no pretence that they obtained a 
majority. Now what upon the theory in question, is there 
to prevent any private individual framing a constitution 
and proposing it to the people, and asking females to vote 
* These votes were at first offered for examination to the Genera! Assem-
bly, and lists of the voters in several of the towns were furnished to indi-
viduals who applied. Afterwards, all access was refused to them. It is ob-
vious that the legislature cannot examine them without yielding the question 
of right; and private individuals are not now permitted to. So that they 
are effectually shut up from public scrutiny. 
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upon it—for he would have the same right to do it, the 
People's Convention had. W e have now a large party 
among us contending for women's rights. What would 
prevent this being done every day, as new notions arose 
and became popular? Why could not a majority of a 
religious sect establish their creed in a constitution? Reli-
gious liberty is a part of our social compact in Rhode Isl-
and, if any thing is. They may, even now, do this by 
force, but we are speaking of constitutional right. 
If these positions are followed out in all their conse-
quences, it would be seen that, upon such grounds, there 
could be no permanence in any form of government what-
ever ; and a government without some degree of permanence 
is no government at all. It may be said, indeed, that, in 
practice, these changes would not be frequent, that the peo-
ple are not apt to change unless there is some great cause 
to move them. But where is the security for this ? Our 
country is, from time to time, swept over by excitements, 
political and religious, the advocates of which, while the 
fever is up, are very apt to think that the salvation of the 
republic depends upon the adoption of their particular 
notions. If a majority have not only the might, but can 
make right, what hinders these things? 
People will never undertake a revolution unless there be 
good cause; but once establish that the majority have the 
legal and peaceable right now claimed, and that they can 
overturn not merely the ordinary laws, but the government 
and constitution itself, by putting a piece of paper in a 
ballot-box, or sending in their vote to any self-constituted 
meeting, and there is nothing to prevent changes being 
attempted every day, and the community would, of course, 
be kept in constant agitation by a few heated partizans. 
These remarks are sufficient to show that, in order to 
change the government legally and constitutionally, it is 
not only necessary that the existing government should 
give the consent of the whole society, and that a majority 
should act, but that the will of that majority should be 
legally and constitutionally expressed in the manner point-
ed out by the existing constitution and laws.* Otherwise 
* " I think 1 give you a true description of a state, when I say, that a state 
is a legally organized people, subsisting, as such, from generation to genera-
tion, without end, giving/through the forms of law, the wills of the many to 
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there can be no security against fraud whatever, except 
the ipse dixit of these self-elected canvassers of the votes. 
And even then, we should be obliged to have recourse to 
physical strength, to settle all questions of doubt, so that 
we should, in reality, gain nothing by the adoption of the 
new doctrine. 
In the monarchical governments of Europe, there is such 
an aversion to all change which shall lessen the power or 
the privileges of the ruling few, and there is so much op-
pression in them, that perhaps it is natural the tendency 
here should be to the other extreme. 
There are, indeed, two parties among the advocates of 
the new doctrines. One party go the whole length, we 
have described, and maintain, that even if there is a mode 
become one sovereign will. It is a body politic, qualified to subsist by per-
petual succession and accession There is, and from the nature of 
things, there can be no sovereign people without law; without that unity 
which the law gives them whereby they are enabled to act as one; and 
consequently, there can be no sovereign will that is not expressed through 
the forms of their corporate existence A sovereign will is a unit, 
is a mere legal entity ; it has nowhere in any civilized countries any exist-
ence independent of law. In the constitutional monarchies of Europe, it 
has a mere legal existence; hence the legal maxim in England, that the 
king never dies, and can do no wrong. The moment that the sovereign 
will ceases to be a legal will, and becomes a mere personal will, you have 
nothing but a master, and a body of slaves; you have no state at all, but 
only the semblance of one."—Chief Justice Durfee's Charge. 
The basis of our political systems is the right of the people to make and 
alter their constitution! of government; but the constitution which, at any 
lime exists, until changed by an explicit and authentic act of the whole people. 
is sacredly obligatory upon all. The very idea of the power and right of 
the people to establish government, presupposes the duty of every individual 
to obey the established government. 
" All obstructions to the execution of the laws, all combinations and 
associations under whatever plausible character, with the real design to 
direct, control, counteract or awe the regular deliberation and action of the 
constituted authorities, are destructive of this fundamental principle, and 
of fatal tendency. They serve to organize faction, to give it an artificial 
and extraordinary force, to put in the place of the delegated will of the 
nation, the will of a party, often a small, but artful and enterprising minority 
of the community; and according to the alternate triumphs of different 
parties, to make the public administration the mirror of the ill-concerted and 
incongruous projects of faction, rather than the organ of consistent and 
wholesome plans, digested by common counsels and modified by mutual 
interests. 
" However combinations and associations of the above description may 
now and then answer popular ends, they are likely, in the course of time 
and things, to become potent engines by which cunning, ambitious and un-
principled men will be enabled to subvert the power of the people, and to 
usurp for themselves the government; destroying afterwards the very 
engines which have lifted them to unjust dominion."—President Washing-
ton's Farewell Address. 
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pointed out for amending the constitution, that the majority 
are not bound by it, but can alter it in any manner, and at 
any time they choose. Another portion claim the right, 
because, they say, there is, in Rhode Island, no way of 
amending our constitution, but still hold that, if there was 
a mode prescribed, the people would be bound by it, as a 
compact. The legislature, they say, has no power to call 
a convention. Let them show, if they can, that the exist-
ing government of Rhode Island is not a government in 
the full meaning of the word, and the only mode in which 
the whole people can be represented and exercise their 
whole political power, which they have delegated to it 
without limit. 
W e have seen in the statement in the beginning of these 
remarks, that what, in most cases, is theory only, was, in 
our one case, a fact: that there was truly, a social compact. 
Rhode Island was composed of separate settlements, each 
of which was formed by a voluntary compact, and after 
being united for a while by compact, again separated, and 
then again united, and in order to prevent future divisions, 
appointed agents to England, who drew up the charter of 
1663, and obtained its ratification from Charles II . ; that 
this charter was not only the work of the people in the 
outset, but was solemnly accepted by the whole people in 
mass. Thus did the people of Rhode Island, the whole 
people, establish a government. 
But it is said, that this charter, being derived from the 
English king, was annulled by the Revolution, and that 
we are now without any government which has ever re-
ceived the sanction of the people, or been adopted by 
them ; in a word, that it is only a government by force and 
sufferance, no rightful government at all. This argument 
would defeat its own purpose, for if our former social 
compact was dissolved, and we have now no legal govern-
ment at all, how could a majority bind us ? But, for the 
reasons we have just mentioned, this view cannot be sus-
tained. The charter was not only the act of the king, but 
it was also the act of the people themselves. So far 
as it was the act of the king, the Revolution put an end to 
his authority. But, inasmuch, as it was the act and com-
pact of the people and the whole people, it remained with 
binding force, and was confirmed by universal consent and 
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acquiescence. The object of the Revolution, was not to 
dissolve society into its original elements, but only to sep-
arate one organized society or nation, from another which 
oppressed it. 
The argument is destructive in another point of view. 
If Rhode Island has no legal government, because the 
Revolution put an end to the old social compact, and no 
new government was ever established by the people, or 
according to their doctrine, by a majority — then, by the 
same course of reasoning, the Constitution of the United 
States was never legally adopted by Rhode Island, for, as 
only qualified freemen voted for the convention which 
adopted it, a majority of the people never sanctioned it; 
and even if a majority had sanctioned it, such a majority 
could not bind us, unless we had a valid constitutional 
compact of our own, by virtue of which, a majority would 
have such a right. 
In arguing upon the doctrines of natural rights, we are 
aware, that we are arguing, in a great measure, upon mere 
theory; that the so called state of nature is mostly imagi-
nary, and that governments, in the greater number of cases, 
instead of being the creatures of express compact, have 
been the results of conquest, or prescription. But our op-
ponents argue from natural rights, and we are obliged to 
meet them upon their own grounds. The origin of some 
of our American governments, comes as near the idea of a 
strict, social compact, as perhaps ever happened. They 
actually entered into agreements, (and sometimes in writ-
ing,) to form themselves into societies. And, as a new gen-
eration grows up, they are, from the necessity of the case, 
presumed to give their consent by their acquiescence to 
to become members of the society; and it is in this view, 
that it is most beautifully and expressively called by Cole-
ridge, an " ever originating " compact. 
There is another argument nearly connected with the 
preceding, and which, from the frequency with which it is 
used, must be considered, by the revolutionary party, a 
strong one. They say, the Constitution of the United 
States guarantees to every State, a republican form of gov-
ernment They then argue, (or generally assume,) that 
the present government of Rhode Island is not republican. 
They may mean, that the government of Rhode Island 
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never was republican, or that it has, by some later change, 
lost its republican character. 
That the government of Rhode Island was considered 
as republican within the meaning of the constitution, at the 
time the State joined the Union, requires but little evi-
dence to establish. The fact of admission into the Union 
proves this. If it was not then republican, few of the 
States had republican governments at that time, for, in the 
greater part of them, the right of suffrage was very much 
restricted, and several of them had never been confirmed 
by express acts of the whole people subsequent to the Rev-
olution. Mr. Madison (Federalist, No. 43, p. 236) observes, 
" The authority extends no further than to a guaranty of a 
republican form of government, which supposes a preexist-
ing government of the form to be guarantied. As long, 
therefore, as the existing republican forms are continued 
by the States, they are guarantied by the Federal Constitu-
tion. Whenever the States may choose to substitute 
other republican forms, they have a right to do so, and to 
claim the federal guaranty for the latter." 
In determining what constitutes a republican govern-
ment, we must look to its meaning as it was understood by 
the wise men who formed our constitution, and not to the 
notions of modern theorisers and visionaries. Mr. Madison 
(Federalist, No. 39, p. 204) gives us his definition : " If we 
resort for a criterion to the different principles on which 
different forms of government are established, we may 
define a republic to be, or, at least, may bestow that name 
on, a government which derives all its powers directly or 
indirectly from the great body of the people, and is admin-
istered by persons holding their offices during pleasure, for 
a limited period, or during good behavior. It is essential 
to such a government that it be derived from the great 
body of the society, not from an inconsiderable proportion 
or a favored class of it; otherwise, a handful of tyrannical 
nobles, exercising their oppressions by a delegation of their 
powers, might aspire to the rank of republicans, and claim 
for their government the honorable title of a republic." 
And in another place (No. 10, p. 53) he defines a republic 
to be a " government in which the scheme of representa-
tion takes place," " the delegation of the government to a 
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small number of citizens elected by the rest," distinguish-
ing it from a pure democracy. 
Now let us hear Mr. Dorr's definition in the Address 
before referred to, (p. 23.) " It is one of the essential parts 
of the definition of a republican government or representa-
tive democracy,* that it is a government resulting from the 
will of the majority, ascertained by a just and equal repre-
sentation." 
If there is any force in this definition, there is not a State 
in the Union which is at this time a republic, for in almost 
all of them there is more or less inequality of representa-
tion. In Vermont, and Connecticut, the representation. is 
fixed without any regard to population whatever. In Con-
necticut, Hartford has 12,793 inhabitants, New Haven, 
14,390, and there are many towns of under 700 inhabitants; 
and yet each of the old towns has two, and the new towns 
one representative each. In Vermont, several towns have 
over 3000, while there are several of under 500 inhabitants; 
and yet every town has one representative and no more. 
Of course, upon the new theory, these are aristocracies, 
and will have to be reformed. 
The assertion, that Rhode Island has not a republican 
government, must refer either to the fact that it has no 
written constitution except the charter, or to the fact, that 
there is some inequality in the representation, or to the 
assertion, that a majority of citizens of lawful age are ex-
cluded by the present laws from a share in political power. 
Our present charter derives all its validity from the act 
of the people; and instead of the legislature being the 
masters of the people, as is frequently asserted, by one 
branch being elected semi-annually, they are more depend-
ent on the people than the legislature of any other State, 
and they exercise their power only as representing the 
* Judge Swift observes, that a representative democracy is a contradiction 
in terms. Vol. i. p. 21. 
t In these States, the Senate is the more popular branch, but even there the 
representation is not strictly according to population, but is subject to several 
limitations. Vermont has fourteen counties, and there are to be thirty 
senators, of which each county is entitled to one, and the rest are to be dis-
tributed to those counties having the greatest fractions. By the constitution, 
Grand Isle county, which has by the last census a population of 3«00, bad 
one senator, and Windsor county, which, by the last census, had 40,300 in-
habitants, had only four senators. What the new apportionment is I know 
not. In districting the Senate of Connecticut, there is a nearer approach to 
a ratio of population, but even there, there are considerable inequalities. 
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whole people, the sovereign people. Until 1818, Connecti-
cut was in a similar situation, and had no constitution 
whatever, except a royal charter from this same graceless 
Charles II . ; and Judge Swift observes, (System, vol. i. 
p. 55,) " Some visionary theorists have pretended, that 
we have no constitution because it has not been reduced 
to writing, and ratified by the people. It is, therefore, 
necessary to trace the constitution of our government to its 
origin, for the purpose of showing its existence, that it has 
been accepted and approved of by the people, and is well 
known and precisely bounded." Connecticut was, like 
Rhode Island, composed of different settlements, each of 
which was formed by express compact, and which were 
afterwards united together. " The application of the people 
for this charter, and their voluntary acceptance of it, gave 
efficacy to the government it constituted, and not the royal 
signature." He then proceeds to observe, that so far as 
it was the mere act of the king, a royal charter, it lost its 
force after the Revolution. 
The doctrine which makes perfect equality of represent-
ation essential to the definition of a republic, proceeds 
upon the ground that numbers alone are to be considered 
in the formation of a constitution — a doctrine destructive 
of all good government. It is confounding republican and 
democratic, two very distinct things. It has always been 
thought wise in framing constitutions of government, so to 
frame them as to protect all the different interests of the 
State, and to prevent any one from preponderating over, 
and swallowing up, all the rest. These interests may be 
pecuniary, civil or religious, sometimes general, and some-
times local; and of whatever sort, are salutary checks 
upon each other. Regard is also to be had, in distributing 
representative numbers, to the greater or less degree of 
power, of combination, and facility of acting in concert. 
In all our State governments the supreme power is 
vested in more than one body, generally in a Senate and 
House of Representatives, and in concurrence with the 
executive; and these different branches are elected by dif-
ferent constituencies. This is done to provide checks on 
power, and to prevent hasty and inconsiderate legislation. 
But another and most important view of the propriety of 
this division of power and difference in the manner of 
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election, is taken by Mr. Calhoun in his speech of February 
28, 1842, and which will be best expressed in his own 
words. " What, then, is to be done, if neither the majority 
nor the minority, the greater nor less part, can be safely 
entrusted with the exclusive control ? what but to vest the 
powers of the government in the whole, the entire people ; 
to make it, in truth and reality, the government of the peo-
ple, instead of the government of a dominant over a subject 
part — be it greater or less — of the whole people, self-
government ; and if this should prove impossible in prac-
tice, then to make the nearest approach to it, by requiring 
the concurrence in the government of the greatest possible 
number consistent with the great ends for which govern-
ment was instituted, justice and security, within and with-
out. But how is that to be effected ? not certainly by con-
sidering the whole community as one, and taking its sense 
as a whole by a single process, which, instead of giving 
the voice of all, can give but that of a part. There is but 
one way by which it can possibly be accomplished ; and 
that is, by a judicious and wise division and organization 
of the government and community with reference to its 
different and conflicting interests, and by taking the sense 
of each part separately, and the concurrence of all as the 
voice of the whole. Each may be imperfect in itself; but 
if the construction be good, and all the keys skilfully 
touched, there will be given out in one blended and harmo-
nious whole, the true and perfect voice of the people 
Regarding them separately, neither [branch] truly repre-
sents the sense of the community, and each is imperfect in 
itself; but when united, and the concurring voice of each 
is made necessary to enact laws, the one corrects the de-
fects of the other; and instead of the less popular dero-
gating from the more popular, the two together give a 
more free and perfect utterance to the voice of the people 
than either could separately." " The great question is, 
how is due preponderance to be given to the power of the 
majority without subjecting the whole, in time, to its un-
limited sway ? which brings up the question, is there any 
where in our complex system of government, a guard, 
check, or contrivance, sufficiently strong to arrest so fearful 
a tendency of the government ? Or to express it in more 
direct and intelligible language, Is there any where in the 
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system, a more full and perfect expression of the voice of 
the people of the States, calculated to counteract this ten-
dency to the concentration of all the powers of the govern-
ment in the will of the numerical majority, resulting from 
the partial and imperfect expression of their voice through 
its organs ? Yes, fortunately, doubly fortunately, there is ; 
not only a more full and perfect, but a full and perfect ex-
pression to be found in the constitution, acknowledged by 
all to be the fundamental and supreme law of the land. It 
is full and perfect, because it is the expression of the voice 
of each State, adopted by the separate assent of each, by 
itself, and for itself; and is the voice of all, by being that 
of each component part, united and blended into one har-
monious whole. But it is not only full and perfect, but 
as just, as it is full and perfect; for, combining the sense of 
each, and therefore all, there is nothing left on which in-
justice, or oppression, or usurpation, can operate." The 
necessity and advantages of having the different branches 
of the law-making power elected by different constituencies 
and different interests, so that, when a law is enacted by 
their concurrent voice, it shall not express the will of a 
mere tyrannical majority, but shall express the voice, as 
nearly as practicable, of the whole, by thus collecting the 
sense of the whole through the subordinate parts, are 
dwelt upon by Mr. Calhoun in this and other places.* 
* " Appeals to patriotism and philanthropy will always make you most 
effective as an orator or a writer; but patriotism and philanthropy, when 
carried to the polls, or into the legislative hall, are identified by each man, 
with the special protection by government of his peculiar interest. Patriot-
ism and philanthropy with the planter, are in his cotton bags; with the 
farmer, in his wheat field; with the manufacturer,in his spindle and loom ; 
with the banker, in his notes, and with the merchant, in his ship or counting-
room. What most benefits ME, is most patriotic and for humanity. No gov-
ernment will work well that does not recognize this fact, and which is not 
shaped to meet it, and counteract its mischievous tendency."—Boston 
Quarterly Review, vol. v. p. 36. 
" T o make the constitution, is not to draw up the written instrument, but 
to organize the body politic, to constitute its several powers; and if we 
really intend it to be a constitution, so to organize the State as to always 
have a negative power capable of arresting the positive power whenever it 
is disposed to exceed the bounds prescribed to it. The constitution, then, 
must virtually consist in the manner in which the different interests, classes, 
sections, or natural divisions of the community, are organized in relation to 
the government. . . . The whole people, through the majority, are the 
positive power, the governing power ; the negative power must be sought in 
the parts, and secured by so organizing the parts, that each part, when an 
oppressive measure is attempted, may have an effectual veto on the action of 
the majority or positive power."—Ibid, vol. v. p. 44. 
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As to the assertion, that, by the present laws, a majority 
of American citizens, of lawful age, are excluded, the fact 
has always been denied.* Besides, the law does not ex-
clude them. It is in their power to bring themselves within 
the qualification. Mr. Dorr, himself, admits the necessity 
of acting upon general rules. Universal suffrage prevails 
nowhere. It is restricted, more or less, in every State. It 
is, therefore, merely a question of expediency and degree, 
as to where the line shall be drawn. The government 
was, in fact, established by the great body of the people, 
and continued and confirmed by their repeated consent and 
acquiescence ; and it is contended, and confidentially be-
lieved, by many, that those who are actually qualified to 
vote now, constitute a majority of the male population over 
twenty-one, after excluding foreigners, transient persons, lu-
natics, paupers, &c. If Rhode Island is not a republic for 
these reasons, upon what ground can the other States, and 
especially the southern ones, stand ? 
It would almost seem as if Mr. Madison had been en-
dowed with the spirit of prophecy. He has anticipated the 
case of Rhode Island. Federalist, No. 43, p. 237 : — " At 
" T o introduce some distinction of the kind, some contrivance for taking, 
in addition to the sense of the absolute majority, the sense of the natural 
divisions of the community, is. and should be the aim of every statesman. . . . 
The contrivance must vary with localities, and the peculiar habits, tastes, 
customs, and pursuits of the community. The same contrivance will not 
answer for every community. Nor can it any where be arbitrarily intro-
duced."—Ibid, vol. iv. p. 287. 
" Many things are thought to be democratic, against which a wise states-
man will set his face. It is not democracy we want, but good government, a 
government which secures to each individual by effective guaranties, the 
free and full enjoyment of all his natural rights. These guaranties, which 
are the substance, may be lost while we are in pursuit of abstractions and 
theoretic unity, which are often but mere shadows. All good government 
is founded on compromise, and is more or less complicated. T o simplify it 
is nothing but to render it absolute."—Ibid, vol. iv. p. 288. 
W e repeat to them what we never cease to repeat, and what we have 
ever occasion to repeat, that between popular sovereignty, and individual 
liberty, there is a wide difference; and that, to clear the way for the free, 
unobstructed dominion of the people as civil society, is but clearing the way 
for anarchy or despotism."—Ibid, vol. iv. p. 368. 
" The ordinary power of government and legislation in a government 
like ours, is the will or assent of the majority. Now if this same majority 
make the constitution, or may unmake it at will, the constitution can, at best, 
impose but a temporary check on its will. . . . Then the constitution is 
nothing but what the majority choose to make it, and, consequently, we are 
just as much under the absolute majority, as we should be in case we had no 
constitution."—Ibid, vol. iv. p. 284. 
• See Appendix. 
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first view, it might not seem to square with the republican 
theory, to suppose that a majority have not the right, or 
that a minority will have the force, to subvert a government, 
and, consequently, that the federal interposition can never 
be required but when it would be improper. But theoretic 
reasoning in this, as in most other cases, must be qualified 
by the lessons of practice. Why may not illicit combina-
tions, for purposes of violence, be formed, as well by a ma-
jority of a State, especially a small State, as by a majority 
of a county or a district of the same State ? . . . May it 
not happen, in fine, that the minority of citizens may be-
come the majority of persons by the accession of alien resi-
dents, of a casual concourse of adventurers, or of those 
whom the constitution of the State has not admitted to 
the right of suffrage ? " 
Federalist, No. 10, p. 50 : — " By a faction, I understand 
a number of citizens, whether amounting to a majority or 
minority of the whole, who are united and actuated by 
some common impulse of passion or interest, adverse to 
the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and aggre-
gate interests of the community. . . . When a majority is 
included in a faction, the form of popular government ena-
bles it to sacrifice to its ruling passion, or interest, both the 
public good, and the rights of other citizens." 
The case of the admission of Michigan into the Union, 
is often quoted in support of the late movement in Rhode 
Island. All the facts connected with it are seldom stated. 
Michigan, being a Territorial government, the Territorial 
legislature, January 25, 1835, passed " An act to enable 
the people of Michigan to form a constitution and State 
government," in pursuance of which, a constitution was 
formed by a convention of the people at Detroit, in May, 
1835. 
By the act of congress, of June 15, 1836, " to establish 
the northern boundary line of the State of Ohio, and to 
provide for the admission of the State of Michigan into the 
Union upon the conditions therein expressed," certain con-
ditions, as to boundary lines, &c., were prescribed to be 
complied with, or assented to, before their admission. The 
act required that these conditions should " receive the assent 
of a convention of delegates elected by the people of said 
State for the sole purpose of giving the assent herein re-
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quired," and upon such assent being given, the president 
was to declare it by proclamation. 
In accordance with this act, the legislature, under the 
State constitution, called a convention, which met at Ann 
Arbor, September, 1836, and rejected the conditions. 
In December, 1836, a convention of delegates, elected 
by the people of their own motion, and called by no legal 
authority, met, and voted to accept the conditions. The 
proceedings were communicated to President Jackson, who 
laid them before congress, and Michigan was admitted. 
Michigan was, at this time, without any government at 
all, recognized by congress. Congress would not recog-
nize them as a State, until they had been admitted, and 
did not recognize their legislature as having any authority 
to call a convention, or their constitution as having any 
validity whatever. Furthermore, the act of congress re-
quired, that the assent should be given by a convention of 
delegates, elected by the people, and did not prescribe any 
particular manner in which the convention should be 
called or elected. 
All these facts were stated, and the points made, in the 
letter from the president of the convention to President 
Jackson. The act, he says, " does not designate any pow-
er or authority known among the people of the State, 
whether executive or legislative, by which such convention 
of delegates should be called together for acting on the 
premises. The condition prescribed as a preliminary to 
the admission of Michigan into the Union, had not, until 
now, been complied with, and no absolute recognition of 
our State authorities had been made by any branch of the 
national government. The Territorial executive had been 
withdrawn, the Territorial legislature had ceased, and no 
power remained as recognized by congress, but the people 
of Michigan in their sovereign capacity, by which the con-
vention of delegates should be called to yield compliance 
with the fundamental condition of admission as provided 
in the second section of the act of congress. Had the 
third section of the said act designated by whom or by 
what power the said convention should be ordered, the 
mode would have met the cheerful compliance of the 
people of Michigan; but an implied recognition of our 
constitutional authorities by congress, is not justified in the 
whole scope of the act aforesaid, and might be deemed too 
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broad a construction, bearing on a question so vitally im-
portant to the people of Michigan. Left, then, to ourselves, 
we have considered it proper, respectfully, and as a full 
compliance with the spirit of the third section of the act of 
congress of June 15, 1836, to originate with and from the 
people themselves, through the expressed sanction of our 
executive, the convention of delegates required by said act." 
At the regular election for State officers in November, 
after the first convention, the question of assent or dissent 
to the conditions required by congress, was made the test 
question. Having, in this way, fully ascertained the views 
of the people, the calling of another convention was re-
commended by primary meetings, elections for delegates 
were held, which were conducted in all respects, as the 
ordinary elections, and the votes were canvassed and 
counted by the county boards, as in other cases, according 
to the Territorial law. 
The convention themselves, in the act declaring their 
assent, express themselves in the preamble thus: "whereas, 
no authority or power is designated in said act of congress 
by which said convention of delegates shall be called or 
convened; but in the third section of said act, the right of 
the people of Michigan to elect said delegates without any 
previous action of their constituted authorities, is clearly 
recognized and manifest, and whereas, this convention 
originated with, and speaks the voice of a great majority of 
the people of Michigan;" &c. 
Upon these grounds, and under these circumstances, 
Michigan was admitted. Some of the members did, in-
deed, in their speeches, express very radical opinions, and 
many of them were, doubtless, influenced by party motives, 
as it was during a most violent contest for the presidency. 
And even if it had been decided upon the ground of right 
alone, the two cases are not similar, for Rhode Island has 
an established government recognized by the United 
States, and Michigan had no government at all recognized 
by congress, and no government was subverted in this 
case by the action of the majority. 
Many quotations are brought by the advocates of the 
people's constitution, from various legal writers, to support 
their claims. But, upon examination, the greater part of 
them may be reduced to two classes: first, the greater part 
assert that the theoretical " sovereignty " resides in the peo-
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pie, the whole people, and that they have a right to resume 
the powers of government, and to alter or change the con-
stitution ; a position which is asserted in almost all the 
State constitutions, and which no one denies: secondly, 
quotations from writers who were treating of the constitu-
tions of States, where the existing constitution already gave 
the majority the right to alter it. In some, also, the right is 
asserted for the majority, in vague and indefinite language, 
as a matter of physical strength, a sort of revolutionary 
right, while, in fact, the right of revolution belongs to op-
pressed minorities as much as to majorities. 
The revolutionary party in Rhode Island have obtained 
a great deal of sympathy abroad, from several circum-
stances. They have assumed the name of "the people," 
to cover all their doings, and claim to be the exclusive ad-
vocates of extension of suffrage, and of the doctrine of the 
" sovereignty of the people," against what they represent 
as the tyranny of a landed aristocracy.* Besides the ad-
vantage which their assuming a popular name has given 
them, they have derived much assistance from the assertion, 
too readily believed abroad, that the present government 
was resisting, by all the means in its power, any extension 
of suffrage; an assertion sufficiently refuted by the state-
ment of facts before given. They have taken good care to 
mix together the questions of extension of suffrage, and the 
right of the majority, well knowing that the former would 
find friends every where in other States, and that the latter 
would stand in some need of assistance. But now, that 
the established government has yielded all their demands 
as to extension of suffrage, only requiring residence, with-
out any property qualification or even payment of taxes, — 
and the question of the right of the majority is left to stand 
upon its own merits, — it is to be hoped that it will receive 
the careful and anxious consideration of all who feel an 
interest in the permanence of republican institutions. The 
doctrine may be destined to become popular and prevail, 
because it has the appearance of being democratic; but its 
consequences appear to lead — and that at no very distant 
period — to centralization and despotism. 
* The freeholders o f Rhode Island, nine tenths of whom are very far from 
being wealthy, must have been as much surprised to find that they had been 
aristocrats all their lives without knowing it, as the man in the play was, 
when he made the discovery that he had been talking prose all his life with-
out knowing it 7 
A P P E N D I X . 
No. 1 
D R . PALEY O N T H E R I G H T O F R E V O L U T I O N . 
Dr. Paley, after examining the doctrine of compact, and 
rejecting it on the ground that it is theory only, and dan-
gerous in its application, proceeds to give his own views 
of the duty of submission to government, as founded on 
" the will of God, as collected from expediency." 
" The steps by which the argument proceeds are few and 
direct. ' It is the will of God that the happiness of human 
life be promoted;' this is the first step,and the foundation, 
not only of this, but of every moral conclusion. ' Civil society 
conduces to that end ; ' this is the second proposition. ' Civil 
societies cannot be upheld, unless in each, the interest of 
the whole society be binding upon every part and member 
of it;' this is the third step, and conducts us to the conclu-
sion, namely, ' that so long as the established government 
cannot be resisted or changed without public inconvenien-
cy, it is the will of God (which will universally determines 
our duty) that the established government be obeyed,' and 
no longer. 
" This principle being admitted, the justice of every par-
ticular case of resistance, is reduced to a computation of 
the quantity of the danger and grievance on the one side, 
and of the probability and expense of redressing it on the 
other 
" W e proceed to point out some easy, but important in-
ferences which result from the substitution of public expe-
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diency into the place of all implied compacts, promises, or 
conventions whatsoever. 
" I. It may be as much a duty at one time to resist 
government, as it is at another to obey it; to wit, whenever 
more advantage will, in our opinion, accrue to the com-
munity from resistance, than mischief. 
" II. The lawfulness of resistance, or the lawfulness of 
a revolt, does not depend alone upon the grievance which is 
sustained or feared, but also upon the probable expense and 
event of the contest. They who concerted the revolution 
in England, were justifiable in their counsels, because, from 
the apparent disposition of the nation, and the strength 
and character of the parties engaged, the measure was 
likely to be brought about with little mischief or bloodshed; 
whereas, it might have been a question with many friends 
of their country, whether the injuries then endured and 
threatened, would have authorized the renewal of a doubt-
fid civil war. 
" III. Irregularity in the first foundation of a State, or 
subsequent violence, fraud, or injustice in getting posses-
sion of the supreme power, are not sufficient reasons for 
resistance after the government is once peaceably set-
tled 
" IV. Not every invasion of the subject's rights, or liber-
ty, or of the constitution; not every breach of promise, 
or of oath; not every stretch of prerogative, abuse of 
power, or neglect of duty by the chief magistrate, or by the 
whole, or any branch of the legislative body, justifies re-
sistance, unless these crimes draw after them public con-
sequences of sufficient magnitude to outweigh the evils of 
civil disturbance. Nevertheless, every violation of the con-
stitution ought to be watched with jealousy, and resented 
as such, beyond what the quantity of estimable damage 
would require or warrant; because a known and settled 
usage of governing affords the only security against the 
enormities of uncontrolled dominion, and because this 
security is weakened by every encroachment which is 
made without opposition, or opposed without effect. 
" V. No usage, law, or authority whatever, is so binding 
that it need or ought to be continued, when it may be 
changed with advantage to the community. The family 
of the prince, the order of succession, the prerogative of the 
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crown, the form and parts of the legislature, together with the 
respective powers, office, duration, and mutual dependency 
of the several parts, are all only so many laics, mutable like 
other laws, whenever expediency requires, either by the 
ordinary act of the legislature, or if the occasion deserve it, 
by the interposition of the people."—Moral Philosophy, 
lib. vi. ch. 4. 
In the latter clause, it is to be recollected, that Paley is 
referring to the condition of England, where, in theory, the 
parliament is omnipotent, and has power to change not 
only the ordinary laws, but the form and component parts 
of the legislature itself, which in England are mere laws or 
acts of parliament. W e have also observed elsewhere, 
that the government of Rhode Island, and some of the 
other States, were originally compacts made by the whole 
people; and that, therefore, in this country, the doctrine of 
compact is not always a mere theory. 
No. 2. 
P R E S I D E N T T Y L E R ' S F I R S T L E T T E R . 
To His Excellency, the Governor of Rhode Island: 
SIR :— Your letter, dated the 4th inst., was handed me 
on Friday by Mr. Whipple, who, in company with Mr. 
Francis and Mr. Potter, called upon me on Saturday, and 
placed me, both verbally and by writing, in possession of 
the prominent facts which have led to the present unhappy 
condition of things in Rhode Island; — a state of things 
which every lover of peace and good order must deplore. 
I shall not adventure the expression of an opinion upon 
those questions of domestic policy, which seem to have 
given rise to the unfortunate controversies between a por-
tion of the citizens and the existing government of the 
State. They are questions of municipal regulation, the 
adjustment of which belongs exclusively to the people of 
Rhode Island, and with which this government can have 
nothing to do. For the regulation of my conduct, in any 
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interposition which I may be called upon to make, between 
the government of a State and any portion of its citizens 
who may assail it with domestic violence, or may be in 
actual insurrection against it, I can only look to the Con-
stitution and laws of the United States, which plainly de-
clare the obligations of the executive department, AND 
L E A V E I T N O A L T E R N A T I V E A S T O T H E C O U R S E I T S H A L L 
P U R S U E . 
By the fourth section of the fourth article of the Consti-
tution of the United States, it is provided, that the United 
States shall guaranty to every State in this Union a repub-
lican form of government, and shall protect each of them 
against invasion ; and, on the application of the legislature, 
or executive, (when the legislature cannot be convened,) 
against domestic violence. And by the act of congress, 
approved on the 28th February, 1795, it is declared — that 
in case of an insurrection in any State against the govern-
ment thereof, it shall be lawful for the President of the Uni-
ted States, upon application of the legislature of such State, 
or of the executive, (when the legislature cannot be con-
vened,) to call forth such number of the militia of any other 
State or States as may be applied for, as he may judge 
sufficient to suppress such insurrection. By the third sec-
tion of the same act, it is provided that, whenever it may 
be necessary, in the judgment of the president, to use the 
military force hereby directed to be called forth, the presi-
dent shall forthwith, by proclamation, command such in-
surgents to disperse, and retire peaceably to their respective 
abodes, within a reasonable time. 
By the act of March 3, 1807, it is provided, " that in all 
cases of insurrection or obstruction to the laws, either of 
the United States or any individual State, or Territory, 
where it is lawful for the President of the United States to 
call forth the militia for the purpose of suppressing such 
insurrection, or of causing the laws to be duly executed, it 
shall be lawful for him to employ, for the same purposes, 
such part of the land or naval force of the United States as 
shall be judged necessary, having first observed all the pre-
requisites of the law in that respect." 
This is the first occasion, so far as the government of a 
State and its people are concerned, on which it has become 
necessary to consider of the propriety of exercising these 
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high and most important constitutional and legal functions. 
Bv a careful consideration of the above-recited acts of con-
gress, your excellency wall not fail to see, that no power is 
vested in the executive of the United States to anticipate 
insurrectionary movements against the government of 
Rhode Island, so as to sanction the interposition of the 
military authority, but that there must be an actual insur-
rection manifested by lawless assemblages of the people or 
otherwise, to whom a proclamation may be addressed, and 
who may be required to betake themselves to their respect-
ive abodes. I have, however, to assure your excellency, 
that should the time arrive, (and my fervent prayer is that 
it may never come,) when an insurrection shall exist 
against the government of Rhode Island, and a requisition 
shall be made upon the executive of the United States to 
furnish that protection which is guarantied to each State 
by the Constitution and laws, I S H A L L N O T B E F O U N D T O 
S H R I N K F R O M T H E P E R F O R M A N C E O F A D U T Y , W H I C H , W H I L E 
I T W O U L D B E T H E M O S T P A I N F U L , I S , A T T H E S A M E T I M E , T H E 
M O S T I M P E R A T I V E . I have also to say that, in such a con-
tingency, the executive could not look into real or supposed 
defects of the existing government, in order to ascertain 
whether some other plan of government proposed for adop-
tion was better suited to the wants, and more in accordance 
with the wishes of any portion of her citizens. To throw 
the executive power of this government into any such con-
troversy, would be to make the president the armed arbitra-
tor between the people of the different States and their con-
stituted authorities, and might lead to an usurped power, 
dangerous alike to the stability of the State governments and 
the liberties of the people. 
It will be my duty, on the contrary, to respect the requisi-
tions of that government which has been recognized as the 
existing government of the State through all time past, until 
I shall be advised in regular manner, that it has been altered 
and abolished, and another substituted in its place, by legal 
and peaceable proceedings, adopted and pursued by the au-
thorities and people of the State. 
Nor can I readily bring myself to believe that any such 
contingency will arise, as shall render the interference of 
this government at all necessary. The people of the State 
of Rhode Island have been too long distinguished for their 
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love of order and of regular government, to rush into revo-
lution, in order to obtain a redress of grievances, real or 
supposed, which a government under which their fathers 
lived in peace, would not in due season redress. No por-
tion of her people will be willing to drench her fair fields 
with the blood of their own brethren, in order to obtain a 
redress of grievances which their constituted authorities 
cannot, for any length of time resist, if properly appealed 
to by the popular voice. None of them will be willing to 
set an example, in the bosom of this Union, of such fright-
ful disorder, such needless convulsions of society, such 
danger to life, liberty and property, and likely to bring so 
much discredit on the character of popular governments. 
My reliance on the virtue, intelligence and patriotism of 
her citizens, is great and abiding, and I will not doubt but 
that a spirit of conciliation will prevail over rash counsels, 
that all actual grievances will be promptly redressed by the 
existing government, and that another bright example will 
be added to the many already prevailing among the North 
American republics, of change without revolution, and a 
redress of grievances without force or violence. 
I tender to your excellency assurances of my high re-
spect and consideration. J O H N T Y L E R . 
Washington, April 11, 1842. 
No. 3. 
P R E S I D E N T T Y L E R ' S S E C O N D L E T T E R . 
To the Governor of the State of Rhode Island: 
W A S H I N G T O N C I T Y , M A Y 7 , 1 8 4 2 . 
SIR : — Your letter of the 4th inst., transmitting resolu-
tions of the legislature of Rhode Island, informing me that 
there existed in that State " certain lawless assemblages of 
a portion of the people," for the purpose of subverting the 
laws and overthrowing the existing government, and call-
ing upon the executive " forthwith to interpose the power 
and authority of the United States to suppress such insur-
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rectionary and lawless assemblages, and to support the 
existing government and laws, and protect the State from 
domestic violence," was handed me, on yesterday, by 
Messrs. Randolph and Potter. 
I have to inform your excellency in reply, that my opin-
ions as to the duties of this government to protect the State 
of Rhode Island against domestic violence, remain un-
changed. Yet, from information received by the executive 
since your despatches came to hand, I am led to believe 
that the lawless assemblages to which reference is made, 
have already dispersed, and that the danger of domestic 
violence is hourly diminishing, if it has not wholly dis-
appeared. I have with difficulty brought myself at any 
time to believe, that violence would be resorted to, or an 
exigency arise, which the unaided power of the State 
could not meet; especially as I have, from the first, felt per-
suaded, that your excellency, as well as others associated 
with yourself in the administration of the government, 
would exhibit a temper of conciliation as well as of energy 
and decision. To the insurgents themselves it ought to be 
obvious, when the excitement of the moment shall have 
passed away, that changes achieved by regular, and, if 
necessary, repeated appeals to the constituted authorities, 
in a country so much under the influence of public opin-
ion, and by recourse to argument and remonstrance, are 
more likely to ensure lasting blessings than those accom-
plished by violence and bloodshed on one day, and liable 
to overthrow, by similar agents, on another. 
I freely confess, that I should experience great reluctance 
in employing the military power of this government 
against any portion of the people; but, however painful 
the duty, I have to assure your excellency, that if resist-
ance is made to the execution of the laws of Rhode Island, 
by such force as the civil posse shall be unable to over-
come, it will be the duty of this government to enforce the 
constitutional guarantee—a guarantee given and adopted 
mutually by all the original States, of which Rhode Island 
was one, and which, in the same way, has been given and 
adopted by each of the States since admitted into the 
Union. And if any exigency of lawless violence shall 
actually arise, the executive government of the United 
States, on the application of your excellency, under the 
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authority of the resolutions of the legislature already trans-
mitted, will stand ready to succor the authorities of the 
State in their efforts to maintain a due respect for the laws. 
I sincerely hope, however, that no such exigency may 
occur, and that every citizen of Rhode Island will manifest 
his love of peace and good order, by submitting to the 
laws, and seeking a redress of grievances by other means 
than intestine commotions. 
I tender to your excellency assurances of my distin-
guished consideration. J O H N T Y L E R . 
No. 4 . 
E X A M I N A T I O N O F T H E F A C T O F T H E M A J O R I T Y C L A I M E D 
F O R T H E P E O P L E ' S C O N S T I T U T I O N . 
Its advocates claim that the people's constitution received 
the votes of a majority of American citizens in the State, 
over twenty-one years of age, and also a majority of the 
legally qualified freemen. In proof of this, they appeal, 
first, to the return and canvass of the votes by their own 
convention in January; and, secondly, to their having suc-
ceeded in defeating the landholders', or legal constitution, as 
it was called, in March, 1842. Let us examine both these 
assertions. 
The circumstances, under which the vote was given for 
the people's constitution, in December, 1841, have already 
been stated. The party was supposed to have for its ob-
ject extension of suffrage alone, and few, at least, in the 
country part of the State, except its leaders, suspected any 
ulterior design. A great number, therefore, who were sin-
cerely in favor of extension of suffrage, gave their votes for 
it as a mere expression of their opinion, never thinking that 
the constitution could go into effect. That this was the 
case with a great number, we think will appear from the 
reasons we shall offer presently. 
But it has, also, been charged, that there were great frauds 
committed in taking the vote; and it certainly offered 
great facilities for fraud. There was no challenging of 
votes, because the opposite party refused to take any part 
8 
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in it. The voting was, for the first three days, in open 
town-meeting, and then, for the three following days, all 
the active friends of the cause exerted themselves in going 
around and procuring the signatures of as many as they 
could, and sending in their names to the moderators. Be-
tween four and five thousand were obtained in this way, 
in the last three days. 
The census of 1840 makes the number of free white 
males in the State, over twenty-one years of age, as near 
as can be computed, 25,674; free colored males, over 
twenty-four years of age, 668. In calculating the number 
necessary to make a majority, a deduction of 3,000 has gen-
erally been made from this, for foreigners not naturalized, 
paupers, &c. 
The greatest number of freemen who ever voted at any 
election, was 8,622, at the presidential election, in Novem-
ber, 1840. But, in the country towns especially, the popu-
lation is scattered, and there is seldom a full attendance, 
and, by calculating the number of voters and of absentees 
in several towns, and applying the same ratio to the State, 
the number of legally qualified voters, under the old laws, 
has been variously estimated at from eleven to twelve thou-
sand. The number of freemen, claimed to have voted for 
the people's constitution, is 4,960. On the tickets, which 
they voted, were printed the following words: " I am 
qualified to vote according to the existing laws of the State." 
And it has been said, that a great many of the non-freehold-
ers forgot to insert the not. 
In the town of Newport, they have long been charged 
with committing the greatest frauds, and the reason they 
have never attempted to disprove these charges is, probably, 
because they could not be refuted. They claimed to have 
obtained 1,207 votes for the people's constitution, of whom 
they say 317 were freemen. 
In making up the whole number of 1,207, they took the 
names of the soldiers at the United States fort, of the peo-
ple at work for the government at Fort Adams, and of peo-
ple who had been, for a long time, gone to sea, or absent 
from the State. And, from an actual and careful examina-
tion of the list of their voters, it is estimated by a person, 
who is probably better qualified to judge than any other 
man in that town, that not more than 750, at most, out of 
the 1 , 2 0 7 , were qualified to vote even upon the very liberal 
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terras of the people's constitution, which admitted foreign-
ers to vote for it, and required no specific period of resi-
dence. And when, only three months afterwards, in 
March, 1842, the vote was taken upon the legal constitu-
tion, and every person, who had resided in the State two 
years, was admitted to vote, and only foreigners and the 
transient population excluded, the people's party, notwith-
standing they brought every man to the polls, could only 
obtain 361 votes against it. Here is a falling off from 
1,207, when they took the vote in their own way, to 361, 
when it was taken in legal town-meeting, where the votes 
were challenged, and the transient population excluded. 
And both parties together, at this same town-meeting, could 
only obtain 1,091 votes, while the people's party claimed to 
have obtained for theirs, 1,207 votes. 
Again; they claim to have obtained, in Newport, 317 
freemen for the people's constitution. The same gentle-
man, before referred to, who personally knows almost every 
freeman in the town, estimates that, at least, ninety of these 
were no freemen at all. And, of the others, a great num-
ber voted merely as an expression of opinion, and some for 
party purposes. How else, if there was no fraud, can it 
be accounted for, that, in the legal town-meeting, where the 
very same freemen voted, subject, however, to a legal scru-
tiny, that this vote fell off from 317 to 102, and that both 
parties together could only obtain 475. The town-meeting 
of December, the people's party had all their own way. 
The other was conducted according to law, although the 
same people voted, and every effort was made on both 
sides. 
Such frauds as these would be most likely to be commit-
ted in the cities and large manufacturing towns, such as 
Newport, Providence, Smithfield, Cumberland, Warwick, 
&c. In a great many of the country towns, the vote was 
probably very fairly conducted. 
The convention, on counting their votes, declared the 
whole number, freeholders and non-freeholders, to be 
13,944; and that their constitution was adopted by a major-
ity of the American citizens over twenty-one. 
The people's party did, indeed, offer all their votes to the 
examination of the General Assembly, and it has been tri-
umphantly proclaimed abroad, that the Assembly, by refus-
ing to receive or examine them, had waived all right to 
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dispute the fact of a majority. But it is to be recollected, 
that the General Assembly considered all the proceedings 
illegal, and they could not receive the votes without giving 
up the principle they contended for. The fact of there be-
ing a majority, has always been denied by the other party. 
The People's Convention, at their meeting, January 13, 
1842, by resolution, authorized the secretaries to copy any 
part of the registry of the votes, or of the votes themselves, 
upon the application of any person. Several individuals, 
accordingly, obtained lists of those who had voted in their 
own towns, and commenced examining them. But a stop 
was soon put to this, and, at a meeting of some of the 
suffrage party in Providence, they actually undertook to 
overrule the orders of the convention of the sovereign 
people ; countermanded this authority, and prohibited any 
more copies being given. How they can justify this, even 
upon their own loose principles of government, remains to 
be seen. 
Thus the General Assembly cannot examine the votes 
without yielding the principle contended for ; and private 
individuals are not permitted to. They are thus effectually 
secured against examination. 
The next vote which has been appealed to as a test, is 
the vote on the landholders' constitution in March, and it 
is contended, that the defeat of this constitution, amounted 
to a reaffirmance of the vote on the people's constitution. 
Soon after the vote on the people's constitution, the legal 
convention completed theirs. It extended suffrage to all 
native American citizens, upon two years residence, with-
out any property or tax qualification. Foreign born citi-
zens were required to possess a freehold. All who could 
vote under the constitution, were authorized to vote for or 
against its adoption. 
The " people's" party resolved to attempt the defeat of the 
legal constitution. The contest was of the most exciting 
character. The like of it has not been in Rhode Island 
within the writer's recollection. The result was, for the 
constitution, 8,013; against it, 8,689 ; total, 16,702. Major-
ity against it, 676. 
Now, let us examine of what materials this number of 
8,689, was composed. A large number of the freeholders 
voted against the constitution, because they were opposed 
to so great an extension, and some, because they were 
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opposed to any constitution at all. A large number of 
people in the northern part of the State opposed it, because 
too much strength in the Senate was given to the southern 
counties. Still more were influenced by the misrepresenta-
tions circulated, in relation to the right of fishery. They were 
told, that the legal constitution abridged, or took away their 
rights on the shore, and their rights of fishery. There was 
no part of the constitution that was not fully discussed, 
and every possible objection urged to suit different locali-
ties and prejudices. In allowing 1,500 to have voted from 
all these considerations, we think we are very reasonable. 
There would then remain, 7,189. What a falling off from 
the 13,944, who are said to have voted for the people's con-
stitution, in December, 1841, only three months previous! 
But, even all of these 7,169, did not vote against the legal 
constitution, because they wished the people's constitution 
to become the law of the land. It cannot be denied, for it 
was industriously circulated, and the impression was gen-
erally produced, that, as the whigs had a majority in the 
freemen's convention, the legal constitution was so framed, 
that its adoption would secure the power of the State to 
the whigs, or the aristocracy. It was considered as a whig 
measure, and great numbers of democrats voted against it 
for no other reason. And a report was circulated in the 
south part of the State, that Governor Fenner and Gov-
ernor Francis, men who stood high in the confidence of 
the democratic party, had voted for the people's constitution. 
It is almost needless to say, the report was false ; but num-
bers were influenced by it. 
But even if no deductions are to be made at all, if the 
whole 8,689, were supporters of the people's constitution, 
where were the rest of the 13,944 ? No exertion was 
spared to bring every one of their men to the polls, every 
argument was used, and every passion appealed to, as the 
files of the suffrage newspaper will show, and the people, 
in all parts of the State, were aroused and excited by means 
of paid lecturers, for several weeks preceding the election. 
The prejudices of the poor against the rich, were openly 
appealed to. The falling off can only be accounted for in 
another way. W e have said, that, at the voting for the 
people's constitution, there was no challenging of votes, 
for there was no officer who had authority to administer an 
oath, and no means of preventing fraud, and also, that a 
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considerable number put in votes for it, merely as an ex-
pression of opinion in favor of free suffrage, and not mean-
ing that it should ever be the supreme law of the land. 
But in voting for the legal constitution, both parties were 
present, the votes were challenged, the closest scrutiny ap-
plied, and the foreign population, and transient persons, 
(of whom there is a very great number, manufacturing 
being the leading business of the north part of the State, 
and the government works employing a great many at 
Newport,) were excluded. All these had probably voted 
for the people's constitution. Besides, all those who had 
voted for the people's constitution, merely as an expression 
of opinion, now came forward and voted for the legal con-
stitution, because it provided a very liberal extension. 
Here, then, even taking the whole number, the friends 
of the people's constitution, in March, in a town-meeting, 
conducted according to law, and where the voting was con-
fined to the permanent population, could only muster 8,689 
votes, just about one third of the male population over 
twenty-one. So much for this second test of their ma-
jority. 
The number of freemen claimed to have voted for the 
people's constitution, in December, was 4,960. The num-
ber of freemen who voted against the legal constitution, in 
March, was about 2,680, from examinations of the records 
made by the town-clerks of the several towns. Here, too, 
is a large falling off", which can only be accounted for in a 
similar manner. 
The vote for State officers, in April, 1842, was no 
test of any thing. On the charter election-day, Governor 
King and his ticket, received 4,916 votes from both political 
parties. General Carpenter was voted for by the qualified 
voters of the suffrage party, and by a considerable number 
of democrats, and received 2,392 votes. As these elections 
were under the old law, none but freeholders voted. There 
was no serious opposition, and the strength of neither 
party brought out. On their election-day, the people's 
party put in over 6,500 votes for Mr. Dorr, as governor. 
There was no opposition, of course, but yet considerable 
exertion was made to get their voters out, in order to make 
a show of numbers. 
W e will close this examination of the question of the 
majority, by observing, that the famous nine lawyers, in 
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their Statement of Reasons, in defence of their course, do 
not assert that they ever obtained a majority. They con-
tend for the right of the majority to make a constitution, 
and, although the whole document is so worded as to pro-
duce the impression that they believed the constitution had 
been adopted by a majority; yet they did not dare to risk 
their reputation upon a positive assertion of it as a fact. 
The document is thus, though perhaps unintentionally, de-
ceptive. One of the number, an able and distinguished 
advocate, has since, repeatedly and publicly, expressed his 
doubts of the people's constitution ever having obtained 
such a majority. 
Never was there a set of men which placed a more blind 
confidence in their leaders, than the people's party, or more 
implicitly followed the dictation of the party organ. W e 
have mentioned the fisheries, as a case, where the most 
gross misrepresentation was used, to defeat the legal con-
stitution. The following will serve as another instance. 
It is a copy of one of the numerous hand-bills which were 
circulated, previous to the vote on that constitution. 
" L O O K B E F O R E Y O U L E A P ! 
" Opinion of the Attorney-General of the United States in 
relation to the deeply interesting subject in which the Peo-
ple of this State are now engaged. 
" No State in the Union has a right to form and adopt a 
Constitution containing any article or provision, conflict-
ing with, or in contravention to the Constitution of the 
United States. 
" A Constitution adopted by any State of the Union con-
taining an article or provision conflicting with the Consti-
tution of the United States, would be null and void, and of 
no effect, because 
" A State Constitution to be valid, must not in any arti-
cle or provision contained in it conflict with the Constitu-
tion of the United States, and must be adopted by a ma-
jority of the whole people of the State who possess the 
qualification of Electors. 
" When a Constitution is adopted, it is adopted as a whole 
—and any single article or provision contained in it, which 
is in contravention to the Constitution of the United States, 
vitiates the whole instrument; and the whole would be null 
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and void, and of no effect, because it would not be deter-
mined, by any authority of the State or of the United 
States, whether the Constitution could have been adopted 
if it had not contained an article or provision which in-
duced a portion of the Electors to vote its adoption, who, 
if it had not contained such article or provision, would 
have voted its rejection. 
" Every citizen of the United States holding appoint-
ment under the United States or under any of the individ-
ual States of the Union, who having bound himself by 
oath or affirmation to support the Constitution of the 
United States—by voting for the adoption of a Constitu-
tion in any State which contains a single article or provis-
ion in contravention to the Constitution of the United States 
would be adjudged to have violated his obligation to sup-
port the Constitution of the United States, and lay himself 
liable to the penalty of perjury. 
" The second Article of the Constitution now offered to 
the people of this State for adoption or rejection is in con-
travention of the Constitution of the United States : read 
and judge for yourselves. 
T H E C O N S T I T U T I O N O F T H E U N I T E D S T A T E S , 
" A R T I C L E 1, Sec. 8 .—i th Clause,—Declares the powers 
of Congress—' To establish an U N I F O R M rule of Naturali-
zation and uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcies 
throughout the United States '— 
" A R T I C L E 4, Sec. 2,—1st Clause, is as follows:—' The 
citizens of each State shall be entitled to A L L privileges 
and immunities of citizens in the several States.' 
" A R T I C L E 6, 3d Clause, is in the following words:— 
1 The Senators and Representatives before mentioned, (of 
the U. States) and the members of the several State Legis-
latures, and all executive and judicial officers both of the 
United States and of the several States, shall be bound by 
oath or affirmation to support the Constitution of the United 
States.' 
" Newport, March 19, 1842." 
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